
                                                 
AGENDA 

 
CONSENT AGENDA MEETING, ADMINISTRATION/BOARD PORTFOLIO 

 and STUDY SESSION  
OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

SCARSDALE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2015 
ROOM 170-172, SCARSDALE HIGH SCHOOL 

 2 Brewster Road, Scarsdale                                        
       
  

8:30 a.m. –   Board Meeting - Consent Agenda 
 9:00 a.m. –   Administration and Board Portfolio 
          10:00 a.m. –   Study Session - K5 Report Card Presentation and Budget Process Update 
  
 
1.       ROLL CALL – 8:30 a.m. 
 
2. STATEMENTS, COMMENTS, AND PRESENTATIONS 
 

2.1.   President   
2.2.      Superintendent     
2.3.  Board Members 

 
3.         ITEMS REQUIRING ACTION - [CONSENT AGENDA]    

 
3.1.  Minutes.  RECOMMENDED ACTION:  Approve the  

 following minutes (sent to the Board on 11/30/15): 
Business Meeting, November 16, 2015 

 
3.2.      Approval of New Textbooks.  RECOMMENDED ACTION: 

 Approve the textbooks on the list presented.  (APPENDED) 
         
 3.3. Stipulations of Settlement.  RECOMMENDED ACTION: 
  Adopt the resolutions presented.  (APPENDED) 
 
4. ADMINISTRATION AND BOARD PORTFOLIO – 9:00 A.M. 

 
4.1.  Reports/Discussion 
4.2.    Update on portfolio groups  
 

5. STUDY SESSION – 10:00 A.M. 
 

5.1. K-5 Report Card Presentation 
5.2. Budget Process Update 

          
6.       WRAP-UP  
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7.       MEETING DATES FOR THE COMING MONTH 

 
7.1. Board Meeting with Designated Group (Representatives of the PTA’s  

of Elementary Schools), December 14, 2015, 6:00 p.m., Scarsdale High School 
          7.2. Work Session, Monday, December 14, 2015, 7:00 p.m., Room 170-172, 

Scarsdale High School 
          7.3.  Business Meeting, Monday, December 14, 2015, 8:00 p.m., Room 170-172, 

Scarsdale High School 
 
8. ADJOURNMENT (INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION, IF NECESSARY)   
 “for the medical, financial, credit or employment history of a particular person  
 or corporation, or matters leading to the appointment, employment, promotion, 

demotion, discipline, suspension, dismissal or removal of a particular person or 
corporation."  
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                                                                                                                            Board Meeting 
  Agenda Item #3.1 
                                                                                                                 12/02/15 
 

     DRAFT 
     MINUTES 

BOARD OF EDUCATION 
SCARSDALE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 

                                                            Scarsdale, New York 
 
 
 

BOARD MEETING        NOVEMBER 16, 2015 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Prior to the work session portion of the Board meeting, the Board members met with the Scarsdale 
Principals Association (SPA) at 6:00 p.m. in the High School.  All Board members were present.  
Also in attendance were Dr. Thomas Hagerman, Superintendent of Schools, and Central Office 
administrators.  The topics discussed included the following:  scheduling Board visits at the seven 
schools; building committee meetings to consider priorities for a possible 2017 bond referendum; the 
evolution of teaching spaces; and the impact that APPR and increased emphasis on testing is having 
on administrators. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
WORK SESSION 
 
The work session convened at 7:03 p.m.  Leila Maude, Board of Education President, introduced 
Lynne Shain, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum, Assessment, and Instruction, to present the 
World Language Education Report.  The report included three parts:  the curriculum review 
process; review of data collected; and recommendations from the committee moving forward.  Ms. 
Shain explained that in response to the Board hearing requests in February 2015 from parents to 
add Mandarin to the middle school world language choice, the World Language Review 
Committee was formed.  The committee included teachers and administrators from all school 
levels.  The following charge was issued to the committee:   

o Conduct a  review of our world language programs, including the possibility of 
offering middle school Mandarin, starting in Grade 6, beginning in the 2016-2017 
school year; 

o Consider requests from other parents to offer Urdu, Arabic, Italian, Hebrew, and 
other languages at the middle school and high school levels; 

o Develop surveys for parents and students to assess level of interest for adding 
additional world languages to middle school and high school; and 

o Make recommendations for future changes to the world language program offered 
in Scarsdale. 

 
As of October 2015, surveys were sent to parents of grade K-11 students and students in grades 6-
11.  Ms. Shain gave an extensive report on the results of the surveys and an overview of the current 
world language program for Grades 2-12.  The report included programmatic, logistical, and 
financial considerations in offering Mandarin at the middle school and gave a sampling of  
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parent/student comments. Ms. Shain noted that a full set of all parent and student comments can be 
found in the appendix of the report.   
 
In conclusion, based on all the aforementioned data and feedback, it was recommended by the 
administration to continue the current world language offerings at the middle school and high 
school for the 2016-17 school year.  However, no final determinations were made.  The World 
Language Education Report may be viewed by clicking here. 
 
BUSINESS MEETING 
 
1. ROLL CALL 
 
The School Board meeting was called to order by Board President Ms. Maude at 8:04 p.m.  The 
meeting was held in Room 170-172 in the Board of Education wing of the High School.  Ms. 
Maude noted that all Board members were present (William Natbony, Suzanne Seiden, Chris 
Morin, Scott Silberfein, Pam Fuehrer, and Arthur Rublin). 
 
Also present were:  
Dr. Thomas Hagerman, Superintendent of Schools 
Dr. Bernard Josefsberg, Interim Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and Leadership              
 Development 
Lynne Shain, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum, Assessment, and Instruction 
Stuart Mattey, Assistant Superintendent for Business  
Eric Rauschenbach, Director of Special Education and Pupil Services  
Jerry Crisci, Director of Instructional Technology  
Rachel Moseley, Director of Information Technology and Chief Information Officer 
Victoria Presser, Public Information 
Honore Adams, District Clerk 
 
2. STATEMENTS, COMMENTS, AND PRESENTATIONS 
 
Board President:  Ms. Maude opened the meeting by expressing heartfelt sympathy to the people 
of France as they mourn those lost in senseless acts of violence on November 13th.  She noted that 
it shouldn’t take events like this to remind us that we live in a remarkable town that welcomes and 
celebrates many different religions and ethnicities.  The curriculum at Scarsdale focuses on basic 
human rights for all and that we all have civic responsibilities locally, nationally, and 
internationally.  The barbaric acts in France serve to remind all of us of our freedom, civil liberties, 
and the importance of appropriate discourse. 
  
The Parent-Teacher Council (PTC) hosted the first STEAM day this past Saturday. It was very 
successful, well attended, and drew on the imagination of our children.  The Board expressed 
thanks to the PTC and all of the many volunteers whose hard work and many efforts made the day  
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possible.  Ms. Maude announced that just prior to the meeting; the Board had a Work Session at 
which Ms. Shain presented the World Language Education Report.  Ms. Shain reviewed the survey 
results and research conducted on the possible introduction of Mandarin to the middle school 
language curriculum.  She urged everyone to watch the report on the cable network or web page.  
Ms. Maude noted that based on the administrator’s research, there is not a threshold of interest to 
justify changing our program at this time.  The potential of introducing Mandarin could affect the 
French program.  However, no final determination was made, and the topic will be revisited at the 
next evening Board meeting.  Ms. Maude stated that later in the meeting the Board would be 
discussing the busing policy for the 2016-17 school year.  She added that the District is currently 
focused on the 2015-18 Transition Plan that lists the District goals for the next three years and that 
the Board believes it will achieve success by following the plan. 
 
Superintendent:  Dr. Hagerman reminded the audience that the Board members are all volunteers 
and acknowledged Ms. Maude’s commitment to the District, noting that she was spending her 
birthday at the Board meeting. 
 
Dr. Hagerman spoke about Scarsdale’s first annual STEAM Day which was held on Saturday, 
November 14th, and, by all accounts, was incredibly successful. The idea behind STEAM day was 
to create a half-day of STEAM-related activities to engage students with hands-on opportunities 
and/or access to experts in related fields.  Volunteers worked tirelessly to make the necessary 
contacts for a wide variety of interesting STEAM-related workshops for the children.  In terms of 
attendance, 275 students registered for 25 workshops; the genders were fairly balanced (148 boys 
and 127 girls), as well as attendance by our five elementary schools. 
 
Many workshops on various topics were given by staff members from the elementary, middle, and 
high school levels as well as parent volunteers and staff from the New York Hall of Science.  
Additionally, representatives from several organizations sponsored engaging programs. Dr. 
Hagerman thanked everyone involved in this important endeavor and looks forward to next year’s 
version as much as he did this one.  Click here for the link to the catalog to learn more about the 
STEAM day programs. 
 
Board Members:  Ms. Seiden reported on the teen center, “Escape the Room” program, gave a 
brief description, and noted that the program continues through January.  Ms. Seiden spoke about 
the Board’s advocacy efforts and keeping the dialogue open through recent meetings with Senator 
Latimar, Senator Stewart-Cousins and Assemblywoman Amy Paulin, to discuss funding, APPR 
legislation, and testing. 
 
Art Rublin attended two Westchester sessions of Gov. Cuomo’s Task Force and gave a report.  Ms.  
Fuehrer reported on the recent work and focus of the Drug and Alcohol Task Force.  
 

3. HEARING FROM THOSE PRESENT   
 
Community members were invited to address the Board.  The speakers and topics were as follows: 
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● Nine residents spoke on the issue of adding Mandarin to the middle school curriculum:   

● Mayra Kirkendall-Rodriguez, 30 Fox Meadow Road 
● Eric Cheng, 2 Evon Court 
● Claire He, 230 Mamaroneck Road 
● Joe Yu, 10 Dobbs Terrace 
● Zhendi Shi, 5 Gilmore Court 
● Joanne Teoh, 123 Brewster Road 
● Tom Kendall, 7 Chateaux Circle 
● Laura Liu, 2 Wheelock Road 
● Julia Zhu, 11 Harcourt Road 

 
● Harriet Sobol, 10 Claremont Road, remarked on the great importance of the STEAM day. 
● Melissa Mantzouris, 6 Harvest Drive, spoke about the current busing policy issues and her 

hopes to improve or amend them. 
● Karen Ceske, PT Council President, 165 Brewster Road, expressed gratitude to the 

STEAM Day committee, Board, administrators, and staff for all of their hard work and 
support which made the first STEAM day a great success. 

● Jackie Irwin, 51 Drake Road, speaking as an SBNC (School Board Nominating 
Committee) member, commented on the new morning format for Board meetings and 
expressed concern that it would affect future nominees for the Board. 

 
4.         ITEMS REQUIRING ACTION - CONSENT AGENDA   
 

Upon proper motions, the following recommended actions of the Superintendent were 
approved unanimously by all Board members present, unless otherwise noted:  

 
Accepted minutes for the following    MINUTES ACCEPTED 
Meeting: Consent Agenda Meeting,         (Consent Agenda) 
Administration/Board Portfolio and  
Study Session of the Board of Education,  
November 4, 2015  
(Moved, Ms. Seiden, seconded, Mr. Silberfein) 
 
Approved payment of 2016 membership    NYSSBA MEMBERSHIP DUES 
dues for District.  (Attachment #1)          (Consent Agenda)    
(Moved, Ms. Seiden, seconded, Mr. Silberfein) 
 
5.  PERSONNEL REPORT  
 
Dr. Josefsberg presented the personnel report, including Professional, Paraprofessional, and Civil 
Service positions. Ms. Seiden moved to accept the personnel report, seconded by Mr. Natbony.   
The motion passed unanimously.  (Attachments #2, #3, #4) 
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6.  INFORMATION ITEMS/DISCUSSION  
 
The Board reviewed and discussed the following Information/Discussion Items: 
 
            6.1.    2014-2015 Annual Report for the Youth Services Project (Attachment #5)   

6.2. Enrollment Report - Correction, October 2014 and October 2015 (Attachment #6) 
6.3.      Lloyd Bishop, Enrollment Projection Report, 2016-2025 (Attachment #7) 
6.5. Greenacres Update 
6.6. Bus Transportation Data and Information (Attachment #8) 
6.7. New Textbooks (Attachment #9) 
  

The following item was tabled: 
 

6.4. Solar Panel Proposal at Quaker Ridge and Scarsdale Middle School  
(Moved, Mr. Natbony; seconded, Ms. Fuehrer) 

  The motion passed unanimously. 
 
7. ACTION ITEMS  
 
Upon proper motions, the following recommended actions by the Superintendent were approved 
unanimously by all Board Members: 
  
Adopted the following resolution                                   FLOORING AND CARPETING BID 
Approving the flooring and carpeting bid:  
 

WHEREAS, the Board of Education 
 on May 19, 2014, approved the contract bids  
with Milburn Flooring Mills, Inc. for general flooring 
 and carpeting work  for the 2015-16 school year; and 
 

WHEREAS, the District wishes to exercise 
 its right to terminate these contracts without cause;   

  
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,  

that the Board of Education hereby terminates the 
general flooring and carpeting contracts previously 
awarded on May 19, 2014, effective December 11, 2015; and 
 
 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,  
that the Board of Education hereby awards the  
new general flooring and roofing contract to  
Frank Calabro Floors, Inc., dba Precision Floors, 
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effective December 14, 2015, through June 30, 2016, 
for the prices specified and in accordance with original 
bid specifications. (Attachment #10) 
(Moved, Mr. Silberfein; seconded, Ms. Fuehrer) 
                                                                            

8. RESPONSE/QUESTIONS FROM THOSE PRESENT 
 ~ None 

                               
9.   GIFTS  
        
Mr. Morin accepted with thanks the following:  
 

9.1. Report of Gifts under $1,000 (Attachment #11) 
 
9.2. Gift over $1,000:  RECOMMENDED ACTION:  Accept with thanks 

the following gift: 
 
9.2.1. $2925 to be used towards gifts in support of the music curriculum 
 units.  Specifically, several STEAM centered projects will utilize the  
 devices (kits) to be purchased for the Heathcote School. 
 (Donor:  Heathcote PTA) 

(Moved, Mr. Morin; seconded, Mr. Silberfein) 
The motion passed unanimously.       
 
10. WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS  
 
Mr. Natbony presented the following written communications that the Board received and  
responded to, as indicated:  
 
 10.1. An email was received on 10/23/15 concerning Financial Guidelines for   
     proposed School Budget for 2016-17.  L.Maude replied. 
 10.2. An email was received on 10/28/15 concerning the Boys’ Semi-Final  
  Sectional playoff game.  R. Pappalardi replied. 
 10.3. Between 11/01/15 and 11/07/15, (43) emails were received concerning  
  Scarsdale Busing Policies.  These will all be responded to after tonight’s 
  Board meeting. 
 
11. FOLLOW-UP ITEMS 
 
Ms. Maude explained that Agenda Item #11 has been added to provide time to review and reflect 
on what was discussed in the meeting.  Ms. Maude recapped the evening’s topics of discussion, as 
follows: 
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1. In response to an email that was received during the meeting regarding her 

introduction, Ms. Maude restated and wanted to make clear that the Board had not 
made any final determinations on the final results of the World Language survey.  
She noted that this issue will be revisited at the next Monday night Board meeting. 

 
2. The issue of Wednesday morning meetings and whether they should be continued 

next year will be discussed during the Board development meeting in January.  The 
hope is that the Board will have guidance for the School Board Nominating 
Committee when they meet. 

 
12.       MEETING DATES FOR THE COMING MONTH 
 
Mr. Natbony announced the following upcoming meetings: 
 

  12.1. Board Meeting - Consent Agenda, Wednesday, December 2, 2015, 
8:30 a.m., Room 170-172, Scarsdale High School  

    12.2.    Administration and Board Portfolio, Wednesday, December 2, 2015, 
 9:00 a.m., Room 170-172, Scarsdale High School  

12.3. Study Session, Wednesday, December 2, 2015, 10:00 a.m., Room 170-172,  
Scarsdale High School 

 
13. ADJOURNMENT (INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
 
On a motion by Mr. Natbony, seconded by Mr. Silberfein       
and unanimously carried, it was voted at 10:14 p.m. 
to adjourn into executive session to discuss particular personnel 
matters.   
 

Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
________________________  
Honore Adams 
District Clerk  
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The Board continued its meeting in the   EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Board conference room in the Central Office 
at 10:20 p.m.  All Board members were 
present.  Dr. Hagerman and Dr. Josefsberg 
were also present. 
 
On a motion made by Ms. Maude, and seconded  APPOINTMENT OF 
by Mr. Silberfein, and unanimously carried,   SECRETARY PRO TEM.  
Mr. Natbony was appointed secretary pro tem. 
  
On a motion made by Ms. Maude,     RETURN TO OPEN SESSION 
seconded by Ms. Seiden, and unanimously 
carried, the Board returned to Open Session 
at 10:25 p.m.  
 
The Board unanimously voted to extend   APPROVAL TO EXTEND A  
a paid leave for a non-certified employee   PAID LEAVE FOR A NON- 
for seven (7) days.      CERTIFIED EMPLOYEE 
 
On a motion made by Mr. Rublin, and    ADJOURNMENT 
seconded by Ms. Fuehrer and unanimously 
carried, it was voted at 10:26 p.m. to adjourn. 
 

Respectfully Submitted,  
 
 

____________________  
        William J. Natbony 
         Secretary pro tem. 
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         Board Meeting 
         Agenda Item #3.2 
                                 12/02/15 

 
SCARSDALE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Scarsdale, New York  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
DATE:  November 30, 2015 
 
TO:  The Board of Education 
 
FROM: Thomas Hagerman 
 
RE:  New Textbooks  
 
 
Background: 
 
 New York State Education Law provides that “Boards of Education . . . shall 
designate textbooks to be used in the schools under their charge.”  Board Policy #4511 
defines textbooks, publishes criteria for their selection, and establishes procedures for 
their adoption.  The Board received a listing of the proposed new textbooks at the 
November 16th Board meeting and was given the opportunity to review the books before 
giving final approval. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
 I recommend that the Board approve the new textbooks as presented.  
 
 
TH/ha 
Attachments 
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         Board Meeting 
         Agenda Item #3.3 
         12/02/15 

 
 

SCARSDALE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Scarsdale, New York  

                      
MEMORANDUM 

 
 
DATE:  November 30, 2015 
 
TO:  The Board of Education 
 
FROM: Thomas Hagerman 
 
RE:  Stipulations of Settlement – (Consent Agenda)  
 
 
Background: 
 

The attached memo of Eric Rauschenbach, the Director of Special Education, 
provides the background for the action the Board needs to take to approve the Stipulations 
of Settlement in connection with settlement reached in a special education matter.   
Attorney Stephanie Roebuck has supplied the wording for the resolutions presented for 
Board adoption. 

 
Recommendation: 
 
 I recommend that the Board adopt the following resolutions:   
 
  BE IT RESOLVED, that the Superintendent of Schools is hereby 

authorized and empowered to execute the Stipulation of Settlement 
for student #*****46 and the Superintendent is further authorized to  
take all action necessary to effectuate the terms of this Agreement. 
 

  BE IT RESOLVED, that the Superintendent of Schools is hereby 
authorized and empowered to execute the Stipulation of Settlement 
for student #*****58 and the Superintendent is further authorized to  
take all action necessary to effectuate the terms of this Agreement. 
 

 
 

 
TH/ha 
Attachments 
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Elementary Report Card Revision 
 Education Report  
December 2, 2015 

 
 

 
Introduction 
 
The elementary report card and parentteacher conferences are ways teachers communicate information to 
parents about student progress throughout the school year.  Currently, K5 report cards are issued three times 
per year, December, March, and June.  Parentteacher conferences are scheduled for K2 students in December 
and March; conferences for students in grades 35 are scheduled in December only, but parents may request a 
spring conference as well. 
 
Teacher feedback to students is essential to the learning process.  A teacher’s ability to communicate clearly and 
frequently to each elementary child about what the child has already learned and what the child is ready to learn 
next, is key to focusing instruction in an efficient manner.  At the elementary level, teachers give feedback to 
students on a daily basis. 
 
Clear teacher feedback to parents is also essential.  When the existing report card was reviewed, the committee 
set a goal to create a clear and concise report card for parents. Committee members strove for consistency in 
language throughout the report cards and designed a way to report progress based on curriculum goals  
 
Additional communication between teachers and parents occurs as needed during the school year. 
 
Background 
 
During the 20142015 school year, elementary classroom teachers requested that an Elementary Report Card 
Committee be convened during the summer of 2015 with representatives from each grade at each school, to 
review the current elementary report cards, research other models, and recommend revisions as needed.   
 
The charge to this committee was to focus on the sections of the report card completed by classroom teachers.  
 
Further, the committee was asked to consider possible changes to: 
 

● Descriptors by subject: 
○ Reading 
○ Writing 
○ Math 
○ Science 
○ Social Studies  
○ Behaviors that Support Learning 
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● Progress Scale: 

○ 1, 2, 3, 4 (with four being the highest, matched to State tests) 
○ S (Satisfactory), P (Progressing), NI (Needs Improvement), NA (Not applicable) 
○ E (Exceeds Objectives), M (Meets Objectives, P (Progressing towards Objectives), N (Needs 

Improvement), NA (Not applicable) 
○ Other 

 
● Number and timing of report cards and conferences 

 
 
 
Process and Timeline 
 
Spring, 2015 

● Elementary Faculty Advisory Committee endorsed the process to review and revise the elementary 
report card. 

● Grade level representatives for the summer joint committee were chosen through the Scarsdale Teachers 
Association (STA). 

● Cochairs for the committee were identified:   Lynne Shain, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Assessment and Amy Kenney, 5th grade teacher at Quaker Ridge School. 

● Parent and Teacher Surveys were developed, sent to constituency groups, and results tabulated. 
 
 
Summary of the Parent Survey:  Approximately 16% of elementary parents responded.   
 
 
Question #1 Please indicate the grade levels of your children: 

 

Grade  Number 
Students  Percent 

K  51  20.73% 

1  69  28.05% 

2  44  17.89% 

3  78  31.71% 

4  60  24.39% 

5  51  20.73% 

    246 Respondents 
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Question #2  At present, grading is based on a 4 point scale 1, 2, 3, 4.   

Please indicate which of the following grading scales you prefer: 
 

  Number 
Respondents  Percent 

1, 2, 3, 4 (with four being the highest, matched to state tests)  97  40.76% 

S (Satisfactory) P (Making Progress), NI (Needs Improvement),  
NA (Not applicable)  27  11.34% 

E (Exceeds Objectives), M (Meets Objectives), P (Progressing 
towards Objectives), N (Needs Improvement), NA (Not applicable)  114  47.90% 

  Total: 238   

 
 

Question #3 At present, there are three report cards for all grades, two conferences for grade K2,  
one in fall and one in spring, and one conference for grade 35 in fall. Please indicate 
which of the following you prefer: 

 

  Number 
Respondents  Percent 

Option #1 (Current practice): Report cards distributed 
three times per year: December, March, June; Parent 
conferences in Fall for K5, Spring for K2 

136  58.87% 

Option #2: Report cards distributed two times per year: 
January, June; Parent conferences in Fall for K5, Spring 
for K5 

95  41.13% 

  Total: 231   
 
 
Summer, 2015 

● Committee convened on June 29 and June 30, 2015 
● Reviewed data 

○ Elementary report cards in Scarsdale  
○ Elementary report cards in other districts 
○ Schedule for report cards and conferences 
○ Teacher and parent report card survey results 

● Determined how committee would agree on changes to report cards/conferences 
● Developed recommendations to revise elementary report card/conferences 
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Fall, 2015 

● Shared progress to date on August 31 by grade level 
● Shared recommendations at the the September 21 Grade Level meetings 
● September 22  final decisions from grade level meetings communicated to Rachel Moseley. 
● Rachel and team made final revisions to Infinite Campus for data entry by November 2.  
● Report card window opened November 3 

 

Committee Recommendations:  K5 Classroom and Learning Resource (LRC) Report Cards 
 

● Descriptors:   
○ Streamlined and clarified the descriptors to create a clear and concise report card for parents 

■ Committee members strove for consistency in language throughout the report cards 
■ While descriptors are consolidated, a comment narrative is provided to address specifics 
■ Behaviors that Promote Learning: This new category synthesizes Personal/Social 

Development & Work Habits. Many student work habits are influenced by where 
students are in their personal and social growth. 

○ Holistic scoring by major skill area reflecting a developmental learning approach 
● Narrative:  

○ Each term’s comment space was increased to allow teachers the option to write a more detailed 
and descriptive narrative. 

● Progress Scale: 
○ Reporting with regard to curriculum expectations allows for teachers to indicate progress based 

on curriculum goals shared in September. 

 
 

 
● Number and timing of report cards and conferences:  No changes 
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20.73% 51

28.05% 69

17.89% 44

31.71% 78

24.39% 60

20.73% 51

Q2 Please indicate the grade levels of your

children:

Answered: 246 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 246  

K

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th
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21.95% 54

23.98% 59

18.70% 46

14.23% 35

21.95% 54

Q1 Please indicate the school your children

are enrolled in:

Answered: 246 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 246  

# Other (please specify) Date

1 SHS 6/22/2015 12:47 PM

Edgewood

Fox Meadow

Greenacres

Heathcote

Quaker Ridge

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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Fox Meadow
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40.76% 97

11.34% 27

47.90% 114

Q3 At present, grading is based on a 4 point

scale 1, 2, 3, 4.Please indicate which of the

following grading scales you prefer:

Answered: 238 Skipped: 8

Total 238

# Please enter your comments below regarding grading scale. Date

1 ABCD is also good. 6/24/2015 2:57 PM

2 I suppose it makes sense to have a grading system that matches the state testing, but I wish there were a greater

number of levels to accurately describe the child's current abilities. There seems to be too large a difference

between each whole number grade.

6/24/2015 1:59 PM

3 In K, believe this is the most appropriate grading. Appropriate for GL 1-5 "1, 2, 3, 4" grading. 6/24/2015 10:39 AM

4 I prefer a 4 point scale but whether you call it E or 4 it does not matter. There should just be education and

communictation on the taxonomy and definitions.

6/24/2015 8:59 AM

5 The 1, 2, 3, 4 scale seems to encourage unrealistic perfectionism (a 3 would always feel like a shortfall, even to a

student who is doing well and Meets Objectives). The Satisfactory scale would provide absolutely no information

to a reasonably high-performing student.

6/24/2015 8:00 AM

6 more specific 6/23/2015 10:57 PM

7 at young ages, I don't think kids need numbers. 6/23/2015 2:41 PM

1, 2, 3, 4

(with four...

S

(Satisfactor...

E (Exceeds

Objectives),...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

1, 2, 3, 4 (with four being the highest, matched to state tests)

S (Satisfactory) P (Making Progress), NI (Needs Improvement), NA (Not applicable)

E (Exceeds Objectives), M (Meets Objectives), P (Progressing towards Objectives), N (Needs Improvement), NA (Not applicable)
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8 I don't like it when the best a kid can be is "satisfactory." first, for some kids, the report cards serve as motivation,

and it's not motivating to be "satisfactory." Second, for a kid who has some issues, if there are a lot of "needs

improvement" marks, you need something a little more encouraging than "satisfactory." Also as a parent, I want

to cultivate my children's skills and help them develop in the areas where they need improvement. If there is no

indication of where they excel, the report card is only marginally useful. I know the goal is not to introduce

academic competitiveness in elementary school but a little more differentiation is good. Right now I have the

sense that the only goal is to get my kids through fifth grade so they can go to middle school, and those

objectives are the same whether they are gifted or challenged. The problem with that is that there is no reward

for doing well, and no differentiation between being average and being great. As for the numerical grades - I

have no intention of letting my children take the state tests. So does that mean my kids would get no grades?

Holding us to the idiotic Common Core standards is just another way of cementing a poorly developed system.

6/23/2015 1:04 PM

9 A numerical system avoids the conventional cookie cutter grading system and allows the teacher to

independently evaluate the student based a whole development of the child.

6/23/2015 12:59 PM

10 Having a scale with four gradations is more useful than a scale with three. It doesn't really matter how you label

the scale as each teacher makes different judgments.

6/23/2015 12:55 PM

11 I think there needs to be a not applicable optiopn for some of the categories. Other than that, I am not sure if a

1,2,3,4 or E,M,P,N system matters.

6/23/2015 12:07 PM

12 I would prefer letter grades starting in 4th grade. (ABCDF) 6/23/2015 9:43 AM

13 S, P, NI, P, N, NA 6/23/2015 8:55 AM

14 It doesn't really matter. Any are fine for elementary school 6/23/2015 7:19 AM

15 It would great if percentile can be shown on the card too. 6/22/2015 11:31 PM

16 Only a slight preference for the 5-point worded scale -- all are essentially the same though with a key to translate

numbers.

6/22/2015 11:05 PM

17 I prefer whatever grading scale teachers prefer. They are the ones assessing my children. I HATE the idea of

aligning anything to the state test. I don't even see how that would be possible, considering Kindergarten, First,

and Second grade don't even take the state tests, and third grade doesn't get their scores back until the year is

over. Makes ZERO sense.

6/22/2015 10:22 PM

18 It would be helpful if the grading indicated both the progress of the individual child as well as how the child

measures against the average student of that age/grade.

6/22/2015 9:17 PM

19 If objectives are explained clearly, then the third of these options is most informative and objective. I have found

that numerical grades have been interpreted very differently by teachers even within the same grade.

6/22/2015 9:12 PM

20 It doesn't seem to really matter since 1, 2, 3 and 4 can stand for S or E etc. 6/22/2015 8:11 PM

21 The last two grading schools are good. I am not concerned how my child's performance is linked to state tests. I

care about whether she is meeting the expectations set by the Scarsdale schools.

6/22/2015 7:34 PM

22 I like one which has lost of options versus few options... 6/22/2015 7:09 PM

23 The satisfactory rating doesn't tell me anything. I need more clarity. So 1-4 scale or E,M,P,N provides more

information as to where my child stands.

6/22/2015 7:00 PM

24 I prefer the option of E/M, as opposed to just S (at least for traditional academic coursework -- reading,

mathematics, etc.), because "satisfactory" covers too broad a range of performance. If my child is functioning

above grade level and/or not challenged by course material, I would like to know so I can supplement it. There is

no way to know what the 1, 2, 3, 4 options correlate to? Is it set up on a curve, so that 25% of students get each

grade? Will my child be graded against objective statewide standards? I just don't know how to make sense of it.

6/22/2015 6:31 PM

25 It's fine as is. 6/22/2015 6:26 PM

26 I prefer a 5pt scale 6/22/2015 6:25 PM

27 We are opposed to any process that is based on alignment with the state tests. Two years ago the district

affirmatively stated that Scarsdale would not be teaching to the test. Over the past two years we have observed

an exponential shift in the amount of time and substance diverted from the previously strong curricular to teach to

the test. If Scarsdale is now teaching to the test the district should so start that and not be deceptive to parents.

6/22/2015 5:51 PM

28 I personally think that once these kids hit 3rd grade they should be given grades - so any of the above grading

scales work.

6/22/2015 5:20 PM
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29 Being the mother of a Kindergartner, I'm new to the report card system. I'm fine with the current S,P,NI,NA

options but as the kids get older, i'd like to see where they excel rather than just see that they were satisfactory.

6/22/2015 5:09 PM

30 I like the number system but not sure that's 4 has to equal the state scores. A child can have a 4 in area but

maybe doesn't test well.

6/22/2015 5:02 PM

31 I do not have a strong opinion on this issue. It is the framework and conversations that bring light to the report and

give it meaning.

6/22/2015 4:30 PM

32 Parents deserve more in depth answers and descriptions 6/22/2015 4:12 PM

33 Why would we want to match things to a state test that is poorly written and developmentally inappropriate? 6/22/2015 4:01 PM

34 The option I checked seems most descriptive. 6/22/2015 3:54 PM

35 Number grades (e.g. 96, 93, etc.) or letter grades (A-, B+, etc.). 6/22/2015 3:51 PM

36 They are all the same thing - 4 levels. The issue now is that every teacher has a unique interpretation of what 1-4

means, nothing is consistent. Some teachers pick a number relative to the other children in the class, others rate

a child vs. that child's potential. My older daughter got a 4 one year and then a 2 the next year, with the same

teacher feedback. She is now an A+ student. It doesn't make any sense.

6/22/2015 3:27 PM

37 If the teacher could give out the half points such as 2.5, 3.5 would be even better so that the parents would have

a better idea if the child is making progressing or not.

6/22/2015 2:34 PM

38 It really makes no difference to me 6/22/2015 2:32 PM

39 If 4=E; 3=M; 2=P; 1=N then I am fine for either of them. Providing more definition around each level would be

helpful. For example, is M a "good" grade or does it mean the student is just doing the bare minimum but meeting

objectives?

6/22/2015 1:59 PM

40 I feel that more detailed scale would be better. However the current scale system does serve its purposes.

Therefore if switching to a different scale system adds too much workload to the teachers, it may not be worth it.

6/22/2015 1:40 PM

41 E, M, P, N, NA seems to mostly focus on development and progress as well as addresses when improvement in

necessary (however the parents should be working with the teachers and child to address this before reports

come out). I do like Understanding is Emerging (not on this survey but on the progress reports). Again, this puts

the focus on development and away from grade-focused, overachieving. Save that for middle and high school

(and I object to grade focused achievement scale there too).

6/22/2015 1:39 PM

42 four paoint scale works best doesn't matter what wording,a s long as its 4 point or even 5 point 6/22/2015 1:36 PM

43 The grading scale matters less than understanding each teacher's interpretation of that scale. Until I meet with

the teacher at conferences and she explains her rationale, it's often hard to understand how the grades reflect my

child's performance. For example, does a grade of 3 or 4 reflect a consistent performance of the task/skill, or do

they show that your child has the ability but does not perform it consistently? I also question whether the grades

are awarded are standards-based or mean-based. E.g., is my child on grade level across NY State, or just

compared to his classmates.

6/22/2015 1:34 PM

44 As in Lake Wobegon, our kids are (almost) all above average, so our scale should distinguish where they are

above the average range.

6/22/2015 1:32 PM

45 Right now j don't know if my child is above the appropriate level. 6/22/2015 1:30 PM

46 All 3 are the same................. 6/22/2015 1:26 PM

47 It's fine to have numbers but the number needs to correlate to an objective. 6/22/2015 1:20 PM

48 Current system is fine; I wouldn't object to E, M, P, N and NA. 6/22/2015 1:20 PM

49 This option is the most useful and clear for parents and students. 6/22/2015 1:15 PM

50 Scale: S, P, Ni, NA feels like it needs one notch higher for excellent performance 6/22/2015 1:11 PM

51 I prefer more levels as opposed to less. And since I have not seen the results of state tests yet, I don't find the 1-

4 scale intuitive. What does a 2 v. 3 mean? Not clear to me. And for the first 4 years, when as a parent we have

not gone through state testing, it is even less clear.

6/22/2015 1:06 PM

52 I do like the third choice as well. 6/22/2015 12:57 PM
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53 I think there needs to be a "not applicable" choice in the grading scale (so the 1-4 numerical system wouldn't

work unless there was also a N/A option).

6/22/2015 12:57 PM

54 Whatever the measure, there needs to be better guidance from the individual teacher as to what the standards

means for them and how to explain them to a child. Some, not all, children, thrive with specific goals and these

scales are specific goals that can be useful if understood within the context of specific subjects being taught and

what fluency means (speed, tests, recall???)

6/22/2015 12:46 PM

55 I would like the numerical attributes used to determine the grades. 6/22/2015 12:40 PM
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58.87%

136

41.13% 95

Q4 Reporting Type and Frequency:At

present, there are 3 report cards for all

grades, 2 conferences for grade K-2, one in

fall and one in spring, and one conference

for grade 3-5 in fall.Please indicate which of

the following you prefer:

Answered: 231 Skipped: 15

Total 231

# Please enter your comments below regarding reporting type and frequency: Date

1 As long as the teachers grade 3-5 are available to personal conferences or meeting with parents in case of

further information needed

6/25/2015 2:06 PM

2 Report cards distributed 4x/year and P-T confs in Oct and April/May for K-5. 6/25/2015 1:51 AM

3 3 repot cards and 2 conferences for all grades. 6/24/2015 10:49 PM

4 Helpful to have 2 meetings with parents for all grades, so parents can track progress of kids. 6/24/2015 9:42 PM

5 I would prefer to have a set spring conference for 4th grade too. I usually ask my teacher to meet with me

anyway.

6/24/2015 6:51 PM

6 i prefer having option #1 with the addition of a spring conference for 3-5 as well. 6/24/2015 5:04 PM

7 I would prefer Option 3: report cards 3 times per year, 2 conferences regardless of grade level. 6/24/2015 3:34 PM

8 Conferences should be done one month after school starts in the Fall so that parents can plan for the rest of the

year. And one time in January so that there is still time for improvement. Otherwise, even there is a conference in

late Spring, it will be too late for the parents to do anything.

6/24/2015 2:57 PM

9 I find having grades distributed 3x a year is quite helpful to track my child's progress and being aware of what

areas need to be worked on. Would it be possible to have 2 conferences/year for all grades? Or at least have it as

an option for a 2nd conference for grades 3-5?

6/24/2015 1:59 PM

10 three report cards/year. two conferences/year for ALL grades. 6/24/2015 1:17 PM

Option #1

(Current...

Option #2:

Report cards...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Option #1 (Current practice): Report cards distributed three times per year: December, March, June; Parent conferences in Fall for K-5,

Spring for K-2

Option #2: Report cards distributed two times per year: January, June; Parent conferences in Fall for K-5, Spring for K-5
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11 It would be helpful if at least one day of each the two 3 day sessions were conducted after 3pm in the Elementary

grades as they are in Middle and High. The current system of relying on individual teachers to schedule either

before or after school is not workable for the amount of parents who cannot attend during regular school hours.

6/24/2015 11:48 AM

12 I would not have a problem with moving to 2 times a year for report cards as long as there was an obligation on

the school to communicate to the family if a child was slipping or not progressing at an expected pace.

6/24/2015 8:59 AM

13 Under the current practice, info for report cards has to be handed in so early, it is not really enough time to

assess the kids properly and discuss it at the conference. By the time I had my conference, the teachers told me

not to really look at the report card because my daughter had already progressed so much by the time we met.

6/24/2015 8:47 AM

14 I don't think report cards are that helpful in kindergarten. Meeting with the teacher to find out how your child's

doing is very helpful. It enables you to find out in greater detail what your child needs help with, ask

questions/discuss concerns and provide feedback. I think there should be conferences throughout the year for all

grades.

6/24/2015 8:17 AM

15 Students, teachers and parents would benefit from more ad hoc identification of problems, opportunities for

enrichment etc, which does not require report cards.

6/24/2015 8:00 AM

16 It would be nice to have a second conference with the older grades in the spring once the teacher really has had

a chance to get to know the kids and get feedback especially as the work gets harder.

6/24/2015 6:04 AM

17 It is very difficult to get a full sense of my child's progress without having a conference during the second half of

the year. I think it is necessary to meet with the my child's teacher to see how my child progresses as well as

areas of needed growth and development. Since we are not allowed in the classroom during the school day this

would be an opportunity to discuss any issues or concerns.

6/23/2015 11:59 PM

18 need more feedback from teachers 6/23/2015 10:57 PM

19 would prefer a 2nd conference in spring for grades 2 -5. 6/23/2015 10:39 PM

20 I think both report cards and PTC are very important. There should be equal numbers of reports and meetings, so

parents can discuss face to face with the teacher their child's improvements or failures each time they get

evaluated.

6/23/2015 9:19 PM

21 Keep report cards three times per year and have two conferences for all K-5 classes. 6/23/2015 6:47 PM

22 I would prefer 3 report cards but 2 conferences. I don't think once conference is enough for K-5. We barely get a

10-15 minutes with one conference. That just isn't long enough to inform parents and keep them engaged in

younger children's education. In particular since some teachers send almost no graded work home.

6/23/2015 2:58 PM

23 I think 4 report cards would be even better. 6/23/2015 2:41 PM

24 3-5 should have another conference in spring. 6/23/2015 1:14 PM

25 Neither of these choices are good. Best case is keep the three report cards. Conference timing for all grades

should be early October, after enough time has passed for the teacher to learn about the student but early

enough to make any required adjustments, and February/March with enough time left in the year to optimize it for

the student. It is not acceptable to have one touch point with teacher all year long.

6/23/2015 1:04 PM

26 It current system Alex for frequent communication between parents and teachers so that report cards are not just

past markers but also improvement recommendations on academic and social criteria.

6/23/2015 12:59 PM

27 The overall goal is to understand how your child is performing against general and personal metrics. Without an

interim check (March), it is hard to know. I really miss the spring conference. Having the opportunity for a formal

feedback session is so helpful, particularly as the children are more seasoned elementary school students with

more content to master. It is nice to have a report card, but if it is too burdensome for teachers, even a paragraph

summary of progress against goals would serve the purpose.

6/23/2015 12:55 PM

28 There should also be 2 conferences for grades 3-5. One in the Fall and one in the Spring. I think this is critical as

in grades 4-5, the children are preparing for entry to 6th grade. We as parents need to know the areas in which

our children need improvement...Knowing this information in the Spring of each year helps us partner with our

children to provide them the preparation they need for entry to SMS.

6/23/2015 12:52 PM

29 I would also like to add a parent conference in the spring for 2-5 so we can have feedback before the summer

and grade progression.

6/23/2015 12:18 PM
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30 I appreciate more often feedback on child's progress/difficulties so would prefer report cards 3x per year (instad

of this option of 2x) but greatly prefer the opportunity to meet with the teachers who know the children so well 2x

per year at all elementary grade levels.

6/23/2015 12:07 PM

31 I would recommend trimester reports with 2 conferences for all grades: fall and late winter 6/23/2015 11:42 AM

32 I don't feel report cards tell the full story of what is going on in the classroom. constant touching base on issues is

more helpful. if your child has no issues then knowing 2x a yr that all is on target is good. prefer to meet w the

teachers than get a piece of paper.

6/23/2015 9:47 AM

33 I would prefer a PT Conference for all grades twice per year. 6/23/2015 9:43 AM

34 I think it should be across the board parent/teacher conferences K-5 regardless of grade. 6/23/2015 8:55 AM

35 Im fine with the way report cards are currently distributed. However, I think we should have parent conferences in

fall and spring to follow up on the progress being made in the spring.

6/23/2015 7:27 AM

36 Option 3 - report cards 3 or 4 times per year and conferences 2 times per year for all grades 6/23/2015 1:56 AM

37 I would definitely prefer 2 formal opportunities to review my child's progress, even in the upper grades, and I

almost think it would be best to stagger the times of the report cards and the conferences, so we have 4

communication "touch points" with the teachers - have a conference in late Nov/early Dec to give informal

feedback about the student's progress, strengths, areas they can improve on; send formal report card in

January; have another opportunity for conversation in mid-Spring, so there is still some opportunity for changes

or additional challenges to finish out the year, and then a final report card to summarize their annual progress.

6/22/2015 11:38 PM

38 More opportunities for parents to hear directly from the teachers seems ideal but if report cards are distributed

after conferences, how effective are the conferences? For example, how can a fall conference be insightful

without an report cards issued? Given this, it seems a mix of these 2 options is better with all grades receiving

conferences 2x per year.

6/22/2015 11:05 PM

39 help measure progress and identify issues early 6/22/2015 10:32 PM

40 Why are these the only two options? Keeping everything the same, or adding ANOTHER conference? Do you

know how often elementary school teachers actually communicate with parents? My daughter's teacher is

incredibly proactive regarding her needs. I talk to my daughter's teacher sometimes weekly. Here are some

suggestions to consider: Actually telling parents STAR results as a conference, because they are objective data

(as opposed to subjective data). Eliminating most of the current structure of the report card for ease of

understanding. More information is NOT better. Going to two report cards, with 1 or 2 report card conferences at

the same time, NOT three months later. Going to one report card in December with conference, then a portfolio

assessment at the end of the year.

6/22/2015 10:22 PM

41 Report cards 3 times a year and 2 conferences per year for all grades. 6/22/2015 10:02 PM

42 I feel if there's an issue going on with my son, I would have known about it before the parent teacher conference.

I don't like to create busy work for teachers, and I am a grad student myself, making it hard to make time for

parent teacher conferences. My husband is a lawyer and almost never attends. Honestly, I'd be okay with an

option to opt out of the conference if I felt that it was socially acceptable, and wouldn't offend the teacher.

6/22/2015 9:41 PM

43 I actually prefer a third option: report cards in December, March and June, with conferences for grades K-5 in fall

and spring. The report cards provide context to parents for discussions of school performance. I don't view the

report cards in elementary school as I do letter grades in the middle and high schools; rather, they document

progress in a broad range of developmental areas. To me, more information is better.

6/22/2015 9:12 PM

44 Would really like 3 report cards and 2 conferences for all grades 6/22/2015 8:11 PM

45 Parent conferences should be twice a year for all grade levels 6/22/2015 7:58 PM

46 I believe there needs to be a spring conference for 3-5 as well. 6/22/2015 7:48 PM

47 Parent conferences are more valuable than a written report card. I found it rather disconcerting that there was

only one conference for the fourth grade. It didn't seem appropriate, and I ended up having to email the teacher

re:issues versus discussing in a conference.

6/22/2015 7:09 PM

48 The more feedback, the more often, the better. Particularly for families like ours where both parents work, the

opportunities for face-to-face feedback from the teacher is limited. Report cards help us track progress and

identify any areas where our children could benefit from help or extra attention.

6/22/2015 6:31 PM

49 It's ok no chane necessary. 6/22/2015 6:26 PM
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50 It is important to send home report cards three times a year. However, conferences for ALL grades should be

held twice a year. They should NOT be held at the expense of full instructional days. This in one area where the

teachers should agree to spend time twice a year after school hours to meet with parents. Half days are huge

disruption to the school schedule and the learning time that is more and more limited because of the incessant

"test prep" now occurring for the bulk of the January -April portion of the school year.

6/22/2015 5:51 PM

51 Ideally there are 3 report cards and 3 conferences to identify and correct deficiencies. 6/22/2015 5:29 PM

52 I think it is important to have conferences twice a year for all grades, particularly since there is much less

parent/teacher contact starting in 3rd grade. I like having 3 report cards per year as well, but two would be fine if

we add a conference.

6/22/2015 5:26 PM

53 More information is better. 6/22/2015 5:09 PM

54 Individual conferences are more helpful and meaningful than report cards. Fewer reports but an additional

opportunity at each grade level for personal feedback seems a better use of time.

6/22/2015 4:30 PM

55 Report card distributed 3 times per yr and parent conferences for all grades 2x per year 6/22/2015 4:19 PM

56 Parents deserve at least 2 conferences a year with teachers for their kids in all grades. More information should

be distributed about children's progress throughout the year.. Parents have to ask for additional meetings when

they are curious about kids progress. Seems below our higher educational standards.

6/22/2015 4:12 PM

57 Why are these the only two choices? That's crazy! Shouldn't you be open to any number of choices? Have you

solicited I put from teachers? Generally speaking, I think you do too much appeasing of parents like myself and

not enough listening to teachers.

6/22/2015 4:01 PM

58 Report cards distributed 3 times per year; parent conferences in Fall AND Spring for all grades K-5. 6/22/2015 3:51 PM

59 I would like to continue getting report cards 3 x's a year but I also think it is important to add a Spring conference

for grades 3-5

6/22/2015 3:38 PM

60 Report cards distributed 2X per year is not adequate to track student progress and/or address areas of concern.

Conferences should be optional for grades 3-5 unless a student is struggling or there are specific issues.

6/22/2015 3:17 PM

61 Two issues that I noticed. First is that Fall and Spring Conferences are scheduled too close to each other. With

holidays and snow days in between, teachers barely has new information for parents. Secondly, parents do not

have a full picture at the end of the school year where their children are, especially the issues discussed with the

teacher at the earlier conferences.

6/22/2015 3:13 PM

62 The number of report cards and conferences should be commensurate. 6/22/2015 3:12 PM

63 In addition there should be monthly updates on child's work so parents r not surprised at report card info, esp if

there work is below expectations. More dialogue/communication by teachers is needed.

6/22/2015 2:48 PM

64 Three times a year, November, February and June is preferred if possible. Really would be appreciated if the 3-5

could also have two conferences rather than one.

6/22/2015 2:34 PM

65 I really would like to see end of year conferences for the upper grades to hear the teacher's thoughts on our

child's year and what they need to work on, perhaps over the summer, in order to be prepared for the next grade.

6/22/2015 2:24 PM

66 I think having a spring parent teacher conference in grades 3-5 would be very helpful. Otherwise, you get

feedback after about 3 months and then nothing for remainder of year unless you reach out to the teacher

individually.

6/22/2015 2:23 PM

67 Doing awAy with a spring conference to see how your child has progressed is necessary. 6/22/2015 2:23 PM

68 Neither, 4 report cards and two conference a year! 6/22/2015 2:22 PM

69 To be clear, I would like report card 3 times per year but I would like parent conferences twice a year for all

grades.

6/22/2015 2:07 PM

70 option #3 4 quarterly; conference 2x per year 6/22/2015 2:07 PM

71 I find that there is more benefit in conferences for older children 6/22/2015 2:01 PM

72 I think a conference once a year is fine as long as there can be additional conferences as needed if there is an

issue. I believe the partnership between parents and teachers is ongoing - not point-in-time.

6/22/2015 1:59 PM

73 Reports three times, but make March conference for grades K-5 as well. 6/22/2015 1:57 PM
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74 I don't understand why we wouldn't have a second conference for the older kids. 6/22/2015 1:46 PM

75 For the elementary grades, the parent-teacher conference is probably more useful than a report card. So if it's

trade off between a report card and an extra parent-teacher conference, we would choose the parent-teacher

conference.

6/22/2015 1:45 PM

76 I don't see why we should reduce the K-2 reports from three times to twice. I can understand some grade 3-5

families want more than one conference. However grade 3-5 do have a very packed curriculum, I'm not sure

adding one more conference is feasible. The last thing we as parents want is to jeopardize the learning of the

children.

6/22/2015 1:40 PM

77 If there is a problem with the child, the parents should know in advance of the conferences. Period. While my

kids (one currently in 3rd, another in 7th) have never had problems, conferences have just been an opportunity to

chat with the teachers, very social (after they go over their required presentation of my kids' work) and kind of a

waste of time. I always felt the conferences were just to hold the hands of Scarsdale's helicopter parents.

6/22/2015 1:39 PM

78 Two conferences for both younger and older grades!! 6/22/2015 1:38 PM

79 we definitely need to hear from the teachers more than twice a year! %th graders need a late spring conference!!

Heading off to middle school without a year-end summary is ridiculous. Many parents reach out on their own, but

many do not.

6/22/2015 1:36 PM

80 I chose option 2, but I would like to get a progress report in the fall and spring (November and March?) similar to

the ones done at Scarsdale Middle School. I feel strongly that a spring conference should be done for all grades,

not just K-2. Whether or not this is implemented, I will continue to schedule a conference with my older child

around the time that K-2 conferences are held.

6/22/2015 1:34 PM

81 It is nice to meet with the teacher twice per year. Report cards are good but teacher meetings are better. 6/22/2015 1:33 PM

82 Option 3: three report cards plus two conferences. But if I had to choose between the options above, Option #2.

15 minutes in the room with the teacher tells more than an additional report card.

6/22/2015 1:32 PM

83 Neither are actually helpful Option 1 I like the 3 report cards, but think having only one meeting in not sufficient

Option 2 has way too long a period in between reporting/conference time. Will ther be 1/2 days for the second

conference? it is a working mother's nightmare!

6/22/2015 1:26 PM

84 I like 3 times a year. I think it is important for the parents to follow up as often as possible. 6/22/2015 1:25 PM

85 I would prefer 2 conferences for all grades. 6/22/2015 1:25 PM

86 It is very important to have a second conference for grades 3-5. I always want to know how my kids have

progressed throughout the year and have ended up requesting a second conference from the teachers anyway.

6/22/2015 1:22 PM

87 Given the choice, parents want more feedback and access. Not less. I would prefer 2 conference for grades 3-5

as well.

6/22/2015 1:20 PM

88 I'd prefer the following: Report cards distributed three times per year: December, March, June; Parent

conferences in Fall for K-2, Spring for K-5 A Fall conference doesn't provide much insight into a child's

performance or readiness for the next year, so default conferences should be held in the Spring (even if it's

early-mid Spring). This is especially important for 5th graders, who are leaving their local elementary for

"uncharted waters", and parents would benefit from an "exit interview".

6/22/2015 1:20 PM

89 Wish we had 2 conferences for 3-5 grade too 6/22/2015 1:18 PM

90 The more feedback the better. 6/22/2015 1:15 PM

91 Option 1 with the addition of a spring conference for 3-5. 6/22/2015 1:14 PM

92 If you drop back to two times a year, it would be useful if teachers alert parents if their child(ren) are dropping

below satisfactory performance. The three times a year reports helps parents ensure their children are keeping

up through the year.

6/22/2015 1:11 PM

93 The June report card is almost a non-event. There is no time for discussion with teachers. I like having the

checkpoint earlier in the year (December). For example, my child started receiving extra help from the Learning

Resource Center after our December meeting - not because of his report card, but because of my discussion

with the teacher. I would hate to lose a month to have those discussions. That said, I also strive to have

discussions in the spring with my older child's teacher. It is silly not to offer those as many of us request them in

the spring one-off.

6/22/2015 1:06 PM
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94 more often is better even if they are progress reports bi-monthly electronic with a small window for those w

concerns. In addition the two formal p/t meetings.

6/22/2015 1:00 PM

95 Ideally I would like 3 report cards and 2 conferences per year for all grades. 6/22/2015 12:59 PM

96 I think an additional parent conference in spring from grades 3-5 would be helpful. This would give parents a

better sense for whether there is something the student needs to work on during the summer break. This is

especially true in 5th grade as there is the transition to middle school to think about.

6/22/2015 12:59 PM

97 Maybe, short progress report in between...like the middle school. 6/22/2015 12:57 PM

98 I recognize that teachers are busy, but, personally, I'd be happy with even more than two conferences a year! So,

I certainly think that having two for all grades is preferable to the current system. But, I don't understand why,

with option 2, we'd get an extra conference but one less report card. I'd suggest three report cards and two

conferences.

6/22/2015 12:57 PM

99 I prefer a combination - 3 report cards and 2 conferences for K-5 6/22/2015 12:57 PM

100 I think that a second teacher conference in the Spring for all grades is critical so that parents can get a sense

from the teacher of how things progressed (or didn't) throughout the year once the teacher has really gotten to

know the student. Just one conference in the Fall seems insufficient since the teachers are just getting to know

the students at the time the Fall conference takes place.

6/22/2015 12:54 PM

101 I think that the report card system works but the conference should happen towards the end of the year. The

second parent conference is too early in the Spring. Not sure if all teachers do the same thing but if they don't

need to be whole school doing the same.

6/22/2015 12:53 PM

102 I don't like either option. I think it is strange that any parent past 2nd grade won't have the ability to communicate

with the teacher about how the child wrapped up the year so we know where we start or even things to work on in

the summer if the situation is serious. I am disappointed by the lack of interest in regular communication with

parents about student's progress.

6/22/2015 12:46 PM
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Q5 Please share any other aspects you

would like the committee to consider:

Answered: 60 Skipped: 186

# Responses Date

1 Keep report cards 3 times a year. Mak Parents Conference in Spring K-5 (include 3-5 too), so we have two

conferences for all grades throughout the year. Thank you!

6/25/2015 10:55 AM

2 The clearer the objectives for the year and the greater the communication b/w teachers and parents, the better. 6/25/2015 1:51 AM

3 We should keep conferences to discuss one to one with the teacher our children school year 6/24/2015 3:31 PM

4 Conferences should be done one month after school starts in the Fall so that parents can plan for the rest of the

year. And one time in January so that there is still time for improvement. Otherwise, even there is a conference in

late Spring, it will be too late for the parents to do anything.

6/24/2015 2:57 PM

5 The classroom teachers have always done a nice job writing comments to describe my child's

development/progress, so it makes it easy for the parents to know which areas might need more attention at

home. Would it be possible for the teachers of Special classes (music, Spanish, art & p.e.) to write more

descriptive comments if a mark of 3 or less is given? As a parent I am not sure how to discuss the lower marks

with my child, unless there is more information given. Thank you for listening to our feedback!

6/24/2015 1:59 PM

6 It would be nice to have a little more time for the conference. 20-25 minutes would be better. I found that I felt like

I had to beat the clock to get my questions in.

6/24/2015 8:47 AM

7 P-T conferences after or before school to accommodate working parents 6/23/2015 10:57 PM

8 Please consider having 3 report cards and 3 parent teacher conferences for all grades. 6/23/2015 9:19 PM

9 I think the committee should also look at the text and form of categories on the report cards. some of the

categories and category break-downs are confusing.

6/23/2015 2:41 PM

10 Criteria of getting along in a diverse community should be identified and evaluated. 6/23/2015 12:59 PM

11 Currently, the elementary school doesn't do a very good job of preparation for 6th grade....especially in the

following areas: organizational skills, prioritization skills, Math and English. Further, even though the Scarsdale

School administration is a proponent of saying that the state tests in the elementary school grades "don't count

for anything," the TRUTH is that they DO count when entering SMS and placement into classes. I was

SPECIFICALLY told this by a math teacher at SMS. I wish our school system was honest. In any case, I think the

Committee should consider more emphasis on the subjects aforementioned for successful transition to SMS.

6/23/2015 12:52 PM

12 It is obvious many of the teachers spend a considerable amount of time and give deep, considerate thought to

the grades and comments on the report cards. However, there have been a few times where it was clear that the

comments were nothing more than boilerplate, maybe with my child's name filled in. I know this is the minority

and rare occasion, but principals and teachers should make sure this does not happen.

6/23/2015 12:07 PM

13 I feel that if there is an issue the teacher should be reaching out early and often to get the student on target.. if

they are waiting for the first report card to address issues, that's a problem. Likewise, the parents should check in

from time to time to see how they are doing w/o being called by the teacher..

6/23/2015 9:47 AM

14 I appreciate more feedback and more face-to-face time with the teachers, especially as parents are allowed in

the school less and less these days....

6/23/2015 9:38 AM

15 I would like the report card to be printed out and sent home, not online! 6/23/2015 9:31 AM

16 would like to have more conferences with teachers. If possible, some more frequently update of student progress

during the school year online. Thanks!

6/23/2015 8:25 AM

17 Would like grade 3-5conference in Spring as well 6/23/2015 12:28 AM
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18 It would be great if the district provided a guide to what the objectives are in each reporting category for each

grade, so that when a child receives a 2 or 3 (or a Meets or Needs Improvement score), we have a

complementary document to refer to that tells us what the rating scale is based on - a brief description for each

line item that tells a 2nd grade or 5th grade parent what is expected of the student at that time and at that level,

so the reporting guideline can answer a lot of parent questions about what a specific score means, and then

conference time can be focused on strategies for change, as opposed to having to explain what a specific score

means.

6/22/2015 11:38 PM

19 This survey reads like central administration already has an agenda they are pushing. Aligning scores to the

state test (ridiculous), OR increasing the amount of work for classroom teachers (Option #2 for "reporting time

and frequency") are clearly not ideas developed by teachers, for teachers. I think you should consider winnowing

down the sheer number of descriptors you have for each child to ten total, maximum, and going to a more

understandable form of assessment, like portfolio. The 60 descriptors that are on my daughter's third grade

report card are meaningless to me. Multiplying that times 20 kids is 1,200 descriptors. No wonder our teachers

are stressed. This isn't helping.

6/22/2015 10:22 PM

20 Skyping conferences in evenings? 6/22/2015 9:41 PM

21 Too disruptive to schedule to have so many half days for conferences. Instead of three half days, is it possible to

have just one day off for a whole day of conferences? When I was in NY public school, there were ZERO days

off for conferences, they were scheduled with the teacher during students' lunch/recess/specials times. Kids are

missing a lot of learning days for this, and most teachers are great about communicating any issues of import

immediately, don't wait for the conference anyway.

6/22/2015 9:21 PM

22 I don't want to log in to a website to get a report card for my son. I would end up not printing it out and in the end,

I would have no record of it. Just send them in the mail, just like everything else.

6/22/2015 9:01 PM

23 Teachers should announce tests and assessments to children or parents in advance so that they are aware of

what is coming and can prepare.

6/22/2015 7:58 PM

24 I would like more time for the conference. I feel that especially in the lower grades there are so many

developmental issues to be discussed that additional time is always needed. So far teachers have been

accommodating to make time outside of conference times but it would be easier if younger (K, 1 and maybe 2)

grades got 30 minutes per meeting or something.

6/22/2015 7:46 PM

25 i think 3rd-5th graders should have 2 conferences too. it doesn't make sense that just k-2 have it. 6/22/2015 7:29 PM

26 One thing which is very interesting is when the children fill out their own report cards. Our son's religious school

does that, in addition to the teacher's report card... and I think we all learn from that exercise...

6/22/2015 7:09 PM

27 Aim to consider conference time options that work around the schedules of dual working parents. There have

been many cases when the days at time slots offered have not considered dial working families.

6/22/2015 6:25 PM

28 The descriptive comments are far more valuable than numeric or letter based grades in primary school. 6/22/2015 5:29 PM

29 There needs to be evening conferences to accommodate the working parent. There are too many school

activities that require parents to take off from work.

6/22/2015 5:20 PM

30 Thank you for the thoughtful work you are doing. As a parent, I rely on your expertise to help me understand the

benchmarks my child is striving for and reaching (or not). I imagine report cards take an enormous amount of

thought and time, however they only confirm how my child is performing against a baseline (either her own or

grade level expectations). One on one conferences are an opportunity to understand more of what expectations

are at each grade level and the strengths and areas of growth my child brings to the table. As you consider

changing the forms of communication, I hope you will continue to offer the in-person opportunities. Good luck

with your work!

6/22/2015 4:30 PM

31 I would preferred closer interaction with parent and teachers. More feedback from teachers. Taking a pro-active

approach rather then reactive, meaning identifying the problems early on and giving parents heads up.

6/22/2015 4:21 PM

32 I would like to see evening conferences so working parents can attend. 6/22/2015 4:19 PM

33 Conferences should be before and after school and at night. There should not be half days for pt conferences. 6/22/2015 4:12 PM

34 You should listen as carefully as possible to the teachers who will be filling out the report cards in the first place,

and do much less dictating. This form is an excellent example. Two options? Aligning to a state test? Not good

enough.

6/22/2015 4:01 PM
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35 The teachers seem to hate the current system, too, so I hope their input is being considered. One teacher

complained, "All the parents do is look at the numbers". That's all we have, plus one paragraph. I honestly think a

2 should signal a red flag, but I was told that my daughter scored the highest grade on the DRA, but the teacher

gave her a 2 because of her "incredible potential". FYI- my child's grades were not consistent with the state test

scores, and I consider those a better measure of her performance.

6/22/2015 3:27 PM

36 Twice a year Parent Teacher Conferences is minimal for elementary school, regardless of grades. The first one is

for issues/concerns. And the second one is to track where the children are in terms of the issues/concerns

discussed earlier. Without this track and check process, the first conference is not that useful either.

6/22/2015 3:13 PM

37 The teacher meeting times occur during the day, typically from 8:45 to 2:30. This is very difficult for families with 2

working parents. My husband has almost never made it to a conference and I miss half a day of work for it.There

shoud be an option for conferences from 7-9 p.m.

6/22/2015 3:12 PM

38 Report cards/progress reports should include identifiable and absolute things which can be done to improve a

child's performance. Comments should not always be presented in positive terms all the time. Parents want to

know if there are weaknesses and how to improve them, not just hear that everything is great.

6/22/2015 2:48 PM

39 I think the most important thing is that teachers are encouraged to share concerns with parents real time and not

wait for a conference. For example, if my third grader is struggling with math, I don't want to know in December

when I could have been helping more all along. More important than a report card is an ongoing dialogue if there

are any concerns about the student or if the student is struggling with a concept, subject, behavior, etc.

6/22/2015 1:59 PM

40 From my perspective, the only part of the report cards I am interested in are 1) my children's effort; and 2)

whether or not they are having difficulties so if they are we can address them. It's not that I don't appreciate if my

child is doing well, but it just seems meaningless to me. I get a lot more out of the conferences.

6/22/2015 1:54 PM

41 More open and frequent communication between parents and teachers and schools 6/22/2015 1:43 PM

42 we find the report cards and teacher conferences very helpful. Any chances that the teacher conference can be

scheduled after school hours so that the children do not miss class time during the conference hours?.

6/22/2015 1:42 PM

43 The report cards reflect input from both homeroom teacher and non homeroom teachers of Spanish, art, music,

and PhysEd. If time permits, it would be helpful to enable parents to meet with non homeroom teachers to better

understand the stories behind the report. Similarly, parents would benefit from having communication channels

with other educators such as the computer teacher and the librarian.

6/22/2015 1:40 PM

44 In a community that is so grade and achievement oriented, I think that keeping the progress reports to just that,

progress, is beneficial to both child and parent. I've used the analogy of a flower to describe progress (just ask

Maria Stile :) Understanding not yet developed (the plant has not broken ground yet), Understanding is emerging

(the plant emerges from the earth), Understands most of the time (the bud is formed), consistent understanding

(the flower is fully opened). Most importantly, however, I focus on Effort (which is not on this questionnaire but on

the current progress report as well as the teacher's personal comments.

6/22/2015 1:39 PM

45 It seems crazy that eat the ned of a 5th graders final year at elementary school there is no final meeting withe the

teacher to sump the year, and talk about projections for the further. How come 3/4/5 don't get a second

conference????

6/22/2015 1:36 PM

46 It would be helpful to have a comment section for each sub-category in the report card. For example, after the

Reading grades, there could be a sentence or two describing how the child does in that subject. The lengthy

comment section at the end of the report card is less helpful because 1) it often contains lots of meaningless and

general statements like "It is a pleasure to have Johnny in our class." and it's hard to find the actual "meat" of the

comment; 2) the comments are so euphemistic "Johnny will benefit from greater attention to conventional spelling

skills." and 3) it's hard to pick out the most important points from a long multi-topic paragraph.

6/22/2015 1:34 PM

47 An additional, early conference with kindergarten parents could help relieve some anxiety. 6/22/2015 1:32 PM

48 Conference days should be when kids are in school. After dismissal conferences are difficult for most parents. 6/22/2015 1:30 PM

49 I had 2 meetings with my daughter's first grade teacher, and only one with my son's third grade teacher. I would

have liked to also have a second meeting with the third grade teacher.

6/22/2015 1:25 PM

50 Children do better in school when the the loop between parents, teachers and students is continuous. I would

advocate for more touch points; not less.

6/22/2015 1:20 PM

51 this doesn't apply to all teachers but we have experienced one too many report cards of teacher laziness.

Comments should be personalized, thoughtful and constructive. There should never be a "cut and paste" used

from one student to the next. Teacher comments and conferences are very valuable.

6/22/2015 1:14 PM
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52 The written comments, whilst intensive work for teachers, are very illuminating and instructive. Thanks for the

opportunity to comment

6/22/2015 1:11 PM

53 The scheduling of conferences exclusively during lunch completely ignores the needs of working parents. It is a

practice that should be changed.

6/22/2015 1:11 PM

54 I am surprised that in the year 2015, computer skills aren't considered important enough to be graded or tracked. 6/22/2015 1:06 PM

55 portfolios are better hands down. Support student grades w work (progress) 6/22/2015 1:00 PM

56 Teacher comments are more helpful than grades and are not often provided in the encore subjects. All teachers

should be required to provide subject specific comments.

6/22/2015 12:59 PM

57 It is very difficult for working parents to schedule parent-teacher conferences when no consideration is given to

having conferences before or after the work day.

6/22/2015 12:57 PM

58 Everyone does the same thing 6/22/2015 12:53 PM

59 Report cards must be delivered more in advance of conferences. Getting it the day before does not let any

working parent who works to have the time to review it before what is generally an 8am meeting the next day and

not enough time to converse with the child about it for feedback. I would prefer a week in advance so there is

some weekend time to review. Thank you very much for your questions.

6/22/2015 12:46 PM

60 more details 6/22/2015 12:42 PM
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Grade: K   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane123456 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2700

Edgewood School
Dr. Scott Houseknecht, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 1 of 2

One Roosevelt Place, Scarsdale NY 10583  0

 0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Homeroom SMITH

T3T2T1Personal and Social Development

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks and plays cooperatively with others

SIs considerate and respectful of others

SDemonstrates a positive attitude

SBehaves appropriately in a variety of settings

SAccepts direction from teacher and other adults

T3T2T1Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks collaboratively with others

SWorks independently

SUses time appropriately

SOrganizes materials and belongings

SSeeks help appropriately

SIs attentive in class

SFollows directions

SDisplays fine motor skills

T3T2T1Reading

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SKnows names of letters

SKnows sounds of letters

SAccurately points to words in text

SApplies letter sounds when decoding words

SRecognizes high frequency sight words

SReads books with simple patterns

SUses a variety of strategies when reading

SIdentifies elements of a story and retells with prompting 

and support

SMakes connections and predictions to literature

SMaintains interest and focus during reading

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SUses illustrations to effectively communicate ideas and 

information

SApplies letter sounds when writing words

SWrites one or more sentences to express ideas

SResponds to questions/suggestions to add details to 

strengthen writing

SMaintains interest and focus during writing time

T3T2T1Listening and Speaking

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SParticipates and responds appropriately in large and 

small group discussion

SExpresses thoughts, feelings and ideas clearly

SMaintains interest and focus during large and small group 

discussions

T3T2T1Mathematics

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SDemonstrates understanding of numbers

SUnderstands math concepts

SDemonstrates ability to solve problems

SCommunicates mathematical understanding both orally 

and written

SEffort in mathematics

T3T2T1Science

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SUnderstands science concepts

SUses observation and recording skills

SUses information and observations to make reasonable 

predictions

SEffort in science

T3T2T1Social Studies

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SUnderstands social studies content

SRecognizes cultural similarities and differences

SIdentifies differences between themselves and others

SMakes connections between themselves and their 

community

SEffort in social studies

1st Trimester Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!  Jane has adjusted well into her new 

learning environment.  She is a wonderful addition to our class and is a 

special part of our community of learners.  I look forward to a wonderful 

year for her!

Physical Education SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SDemonstrates fundamental movement skills and patterns

SDemonstrates development of manipulative skills

SDemonstrates understanding of rules/concepts of low 

organizational games

SDemonstrates safety with regards to self and others

SIs attentive and follows directions

SWorks cooperatively with others

SUnderstands how physical activity improves health and 

fitness level

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Music SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SDemonstrates understanding of musical concepts

SDemonstrates skill development

SWorks cooperatively

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Art SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SDemonstrates understanding of art concepts 

(creativity/imagination)

SShows a positive and respectful attitude in the art room
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Grade: K   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane123456 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2700

Edgewood School
Dr. Scott Houseknecht, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 2 of 2

One Roosevelt Place, Scarsdale NY 10583  0

 0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Art SMITH

SListens attentively and follows directions

SCompletes work independently and in a timely fashion

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Grade: 01   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, John234567 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2720

Fox Meadow School
Duncan Wilson, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 1 of 2

59 Brewster Road, Scarsdale NY 10583  0

 0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Homeroom SMITH

T3T2T1Personal and Social Development

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks and plays cooperatively with others

SIs considerate and respectful of others

SDemonstrates a positive attitude

SBehaves appropriately in a variety of settings

SAccepts direction from teacher and other adults

T3T2T1Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks collaboratively with others

SWorks independently

SUses time appropriately

SOrganizes materials and belongings

SSeeks help appropriately

SIs attentive in class

SFollows directions

T3T2T1Reading Skills

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Knows and applies phonics patterns

3Reads high frequency sight words in text

3Uses context clues

3Reads with fluency to support comprehension

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Comprehension

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Maintains focus and stamina during independent reading

3Retells stories sequentially, including key details

3Constructs meaning from texts (connections, predictions, 

inferences)

3Gathers facts from informational features and text

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Generates topics and maintains focus for an appropriate 

amount of time

3Uses illustrations/writing to effectively communicate 

ideas and information

3Adds details to strengthen writing

3Uses phonetic spelling to make words

3Applies strategies for conventional spelling

3Uses language conventions (punctuation, capitalization, 

grammar)

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Handwriting

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Forms letters correctly

3Uses appropriate spacing

3Writes legibly

T3T2T1Listening and Speaking

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Maintains interest and focus during large and small group 

discussions

3Expresses thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly

3Effectively participates in collaborative conversations 

(turn-taking, etc.)

3Asks  and answers questions

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Mathematics

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates an understanding of mathematical 

concepts

3Computes with accuracy

3Communicates mathematical understandings

3Demonstrates ability to solve word problems

3Knows number facts

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Science

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands scientific concepts

3Uses observation and recording skills to collect and 

organize information

3Uses information and observations to ask questions

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Social Studies

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands social studies content

3Recognizes cultural similarities and differences

3Makes observations about photographs/artifacts/primary 

sources

3Is developing basic map and globe skills

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

1st Trimester Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John! John has adjusted well into his new 

learning environment.  He is a wonderful addition to our class and is a 

special part of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful 

year for him!
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Grade: 01   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, John234567 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2720

Fox Meadow School
Duncan Wilson, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 2 of 2

59 Brewster Road, Scarsdale NY 10583  0

 0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Spanish SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands and responds to Spanish language

3Communicates in Spanish on a variety of topics

3Participates in class activities

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Physical Education SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates fundamental movement skills and patterns

3Demonstrates development of manipulative skills

3Demonstrates understanding of rules/concepts of low 

organizational  games

3Demonstrates safety with regards to self and others.

3Is attentive and follows directions

3Works cooperatively with others

3Understands how physical activity improves health and 

fitness level

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Music SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of musical concepts

3Demonstrates skill development

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Art SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of art concepts 

(creativity/imagination)

3Shows a positive and respectful attitude in the art room

3Listens attentively and follows directions

3Completes work independently and in a timely fashion

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Grade: 02   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane345678 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2740

Greenacres School
Gerry Young, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 1 of 3

41 Huntington Avenue, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 0  0

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Homeroom SMITH

T3T2T1Personal and Social Development

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks and plays cooperatively with others

SIs considerate and respectful of others

SBehaves appropriately in a variety of settings

SAccepts direction from teacher and other adults

T3T2T1Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks independently

SUses time appropriately

SOrganizes materials and belongings

SSeeks help appropriately

SIs attentive in class

SFollows directions

SWrites legibly

T3T2T1Reading Skills

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Uses a variety of strategies to decode unknown words

3Reads with fluency and expression

3Selects appropriate texts for independent reading

T3T2T1Comprehension

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Makes inferences from the text

3Identifies and recalls key details from the text

3Responds to questions using evidence from the text

3Maintains focus and stamina during independent reading

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Generates topics and maintains focus for an appropriate 

amount of time

3Uses writing to effectively communicate ideas and 

information

3Generates details to enhance writing

3Applies effective strategies for spelling

3Effectively uses language conventions(punctuation, 

capitalization, grammar)

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Listening and Speaking

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates listening comprehension

3Expresses thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly

3Effectively participates in small and large group 

discussions

3Maintains interest and focus during small and large group 

discussions

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Mathematics

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands mathematical concepts

3Understands the value and relationship of numbers

3Computes with accuracy

3Demonstrates the ability to solve word problems

3Communicates mathematically

3Knows number facts

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Science

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands scientific concepts

3Records and shares observations

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Social Studies

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands social studies content

3Demonstrates an understanding of map and globe skills

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

1st Trimester Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Spanish SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands and responds to Spanish language

3Communicates in Spanish on a variety of topics

3Participates in class activities

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Physical Education SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates fundamental movement skills and patterns

3Demonstrates development of manipulative skills

3Demonstrates understanding of rules/concepts of low 

organizational  games

3Demonstrates safety with regards to self and others.

3Is attentive and follows directions

3Works cooperatively with others

3Understands how physical activity improves health and 

fitness level

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement
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Grade: 02   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane345678 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2740

Greenacres School
Gerry Young, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 2 of 3

41 Huntington Avenue, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 0  0

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Physical Education SMITH

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Music SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of musical concepts

3Demonstrates skill development

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Art SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of art concepts 

(creativity/imagination)

3Shows a positive and respectful attitude in the art room

3Listens attentively and follows directions

3Completes work independently and in a timely fashion

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Grade: 02   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane345678 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2740

Greenacres School
Gerry Young, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 3 of 3

41 Huntington Avenue, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 0  0

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Learning Resource Center SMITH

Comments

3 x 20  min.

T3T2T1Reading

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SReading Readiness Skills

SPhonics

SSight Word Recognition

SStructural Analysis Skills

SComprehension Skills

SIndependent Reading Skills

T3T2T1Written Language

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SClear/Legible Handwriting

SSpelling/Punctuation/Capitalization

SWritten Expression

T3T2T1Math

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SMath Readiness Skills

SMath Concepts

SComputation

SMath Applications

SSolving Word Problems

T3T2T1Behavior and Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SFollowing Oral Directions

SFollowing Written Directions

SInitiating and Completing Tasks

SFocus and Concentration

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!
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Grade: 03   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, John456789 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2760

Heathcote School
Maria R. Stile, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 1 of 2

26 Palmer Avenue, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 0  0

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Homeroom SMITH

T3T2T1Personal and Social Development

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SIs considerate and respectful of others

SDemonstrates a positive attitude

SBehaves appropriately in a variety of settings

SAccepts responsibility for own actions

T3T2T1Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SWorks collaboratively with others

SWorks independently

SUses class time appropriately

SOrganizes materials and belongings

SCompletes homework assignments

SSeeks help appropriately

SFollows directions

SWrites legibly

T3T2T1Reading

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Chooses appropriate books to read

3Reads aloud with fluency and expression

3Uses a variety of strategies to identify unknown words

3Identifies and comprehends elements of fiction

3Makes inferences from reading

3Identifies relevant information in non-fiction texts

3Reads independently with comprehension

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Writes on a topic in a sequential and organized manner

3Revises and edits writing with guidance

3Uses conventional spelling

3Uses capital letters and punctuation

3Generates own ideas for writing

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Speaking and Listening

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Expresses ideas verbally

3Integrates new vocabulary

3Demonstrates listening comprehension

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Mathematics

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands mathematical concepts

3Demonstrates ability to solve word problems

3Communicates mathematical understanding

3Computes with accuracy

3Knows number facts

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Science

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands scientific concepts

3Uses scientific equipment and materials

3Collects and organizes data

3Makes reasonable predictions based on observations

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Social Studies

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands social studies content

3Extracts relevant information from informational text

3Analyzes and interprets data from a variety of sources

3Understands the effects of geography on world and 

communities

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

1st Trimester Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Spanish SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Understands and responds to Spanish language

3Communicates in Spanish on a variety of topics

3Participates in class activities

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Physical Education SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates skill development in a variety of activities

3Demonstrates understanding of rules in game situations

3Demonstrates ability to apply strategies in game 

situations.

3Demonstrates safety with regards to self and others.

3Is attentive and follows directions

3Demonstrates cooperation and teamwork in group 

activities

3Demonstrates sportsmanship

3Understands how physical activity enhances personal 

health and wellness

3Identifies components of health related Physical fitness

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Music SMITH
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Grade: 03   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, John456789 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2760

Heathcote School
Maria R. Stile, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 2 of 2

26 Palmer Avenue, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 0  0

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Music SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of musical concepts

3Demonstrates skill development

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Art SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Consistent Understanding    (3) Understands Most of the Time    (2) 

Understanding is Emerging    (1) Understanding Not Yet Dvlped    (NA) Not 

Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of art concepts 

(creativity/imagination)

3Shows a positive and respectful attitude in the art room

3Listens attentively and follows directions

3Completes work independently and in a timely fashion

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

English as a Second Language SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (E) Excellent    (S) Satisfactory    (MP) Making Progress    (NI) Needs 

Improvement    (*) Not Expected at This Time

SParticipates in ESL class

SCompletes homework

SBehaves appropriately

SDemonstrates personal responsibility

T3T2T1English Proficiency Level

XBeginner

T3T2T1Listening and Speaking

Legend: (E) Excellent    (S) Satisfactory    (MP) Making Progress    (NI) Needs 

Improvement    (*) Not Expected at This Time

SResponds to oral directions

SDemonstrates listening comprehension

SInitiates language in ESL class

SExpresses ideas and feelings clearly and appropriately

SRetells a story in sequence

SUses English to interact with peers

Comments

Good work!

T3T2T1Reading

Legend: (E) Excellent    (S) Satisfactory    (MP) Making Progress    (NI) Needs 

Improvement    (*) Not Expected at This Time

SDemonstrates an understanding of sound/letter 

relationships

SReads books with simple patterns

SUses sounds, letters, and word families to identify 

unknown words

SRecognizes and reads high frequency words

SUses a variety of strategies, e.g. context clues, to 

identify words

SReads aloud with fluency and expression

SReads with comprehension

SResponds to literature in meaningful ways

Comments

Good work!

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (E) Excellent    (S) Satisfactory    (MP) Making Progress    (NI) Needs 

Improvement    (*) Not Expected at This Time

SDraws pictures to tell a story

SUses invented spelling to tell a story

SWrites several sentences in sequence to tell a story

SUses punctuation and capitalization appropriately

SWrites on a topic in a sequential and organized manner

SUses vocabulary effectively

SUses grammar correctly

SSpells correctly

SRevises and edits writing with guidance

Comments

Good work!

Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Grade: 04   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane567891 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2780

Quaker Ridge School
Robyn Lane, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 1 of 2

125 Weaver Street, Scarsdale NY 10583  6

 1  1

 6

Total       T2             T3             

Homeroom SMITH

T3T2T1Personal and Social Development

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SBehaves appropriately in a variety of settings

T3T2T1Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SIs attentive in class

SFollows directions

SWorks collaboratively with others

SWorks independently

SCompletes homework assignments

SIs organized

SSeeks help appropriately

SWrites legibly

T3T2T1Reading

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Maintains focus and stamina during independent reading

3Makes inferences beyond the literal comprehension of 

the text

3Comprehends on a literal level

3Responses (verbal and/or written) include supporting 

details from text

3Reads aloud with fluency and expression

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Effectively communicates ideas and information for a 

variety of purposes

3Demonstrates stamina appropriate to the given task

3Uses descriptive language and details to enhance 

writing

3Edits writing to ensure accurate punctuation, 

capitalization and grammar

3Organizes and revises writing to improve overall quality

3Spells correctly

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Listening and Speaking

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Demonstrates listening comprehension

3Clearly expresses ideas verbally

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Mathematics

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands mathematical concepts

3Computes with accuracy

3Demonstrates ability to solve word problems

3Communicates mathematical understandings orally and 

in writing

3Knows number facts

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Science

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands scientific concepts

3Classifies objects based on properties

3Records, analyzes, and evaluates data

3Is able to apply scientific knowledge when completing 

tasks

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Social Studies

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands social studies content

3Analyzes and interprets data from a variety of sources

3Demonstrates the ability to use inquiry research skills

3Understands the effects of geography on communities 

and the world

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

1st Trimester Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!  Jane has adjusted well into her new 

learning environment.  She is a wonderful addition to our class and is a 

special part of our community of learners.  I look forward to a wonderful 

year for her!

Spanish SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands and responds to Spanish language

3Communicates in Spanish on a variety of topics

3Participates in class activities

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Physical Education SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Demonstrates skill development in a variety of activities

3Demonstrates understanding of rules in game situations

3Demonstrates ability to apply strategies in game 

situations.

3Demonstrates safety with regards to self and others.

3Is attentive and follows directions

3Demonstrates cooperation and teamwork in group 

activities

3Demonstrates sportsmanship

3Understands how physical activity enhances personal 

health and wellness

3Identifies components of health related physical fitness

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

Good work!

Music SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable
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Grade: 04   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, Jane567891 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2780

Quaker Ridge School
Robyn Lane, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 2 of 2

125 Weaver Street, Scarsdale NY 10583  6

 1  1

 6

Total       T2             T3             

Music SMITH

3Demonstrates effort in Chorus by contributing positively 

to shared goals

3Demonstrates skill development

3Demonstrates understanding of musical concepts in 

General Music

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

Good work!

Art SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of art concepts 

(creativity/imagination)

3Shows a positive and respectful attitude in the art room

3Listens attentively and follows directions

3Completes work independently and in a timely fashion

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know Jane!

Instrumental Music - String 

Instruments

SMITH - BASS

Comments

Good work!

Comments

Good work!

T3T2T1Recommendation

XI recommend your child begin/continue private lessons

Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Grade: 05   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, John678912 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2780

Quaker Ridge School
Robyn Lane, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 1 of 2

125 Weaver Street, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 2  2

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Homeroom SMITH

T3T2T1Personal and Social Development

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SIs considerate and respectful of others

SDemonstrates a positive attitude

SBehaves appropriately in a variety of settings

T3T2T1Work Habits

Legend: (S) Satisfactory    (P) Making Progress    (NI) Needs Improvement    (NA) 

Not Applicable

SIs attentive in class

SFollows directions

SWorks collaboratively with others

SWorks independently

SCompletes homework assignments

SOrganizes materials

SWrites legibly

SSeeks help appropriately

T3T2T1Reading

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Selects appropriate texts from a variety of genres

3Understands texts on a literal level

3Makes inferences beyond the literal comprehension of a 

text

3Responses include supporting details from texts

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Writing

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Produces clear/coherent writing; appropriate to task, 

purpose, and audience

3Plans, organizes, and revises to improve overall quality 

of writing

3Edits writing to ensure accurate punctuation, 

capitalization, and grammar

3Spells correctly

3Acquires and utilizes vocabulary

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Mathematics

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands mathematical concepts

3Knows number facts

3Computes with accuracy

3Communicates mathematical understandings

3Demonstrates ability to solve word problems

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Science

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands scientific concepts

3Understands and utilizes scientific process

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

T3T2T1Social Studies

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands social studies content

3Analyzes and interprets data from a variety of sources

3Demonstrates the ability to use inquiry research skills

3Effort: 4=Excellent; 3=Good; 2=Inconsistent; 1=Needs 

Improvement

1st Trimester Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John! John has adjusted well into his new 

learning environment.  He is a wonderful addition to our class and is a 

special part of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful 

year for him!
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Grade: 05   Teacher: SMITH

Doe, John678912 Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent
(914)721-2780

Quaker Ridge School
Robyn Lane, Principal

Date: 11/18/2014 Page 2 of 2

125 Weaver Street, Scarsdale NY 10583  1

 2  2

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Spanish SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Understands and responds to Spanish language

3Communicates in Spanish on a variety of topics

3Participates in class activities

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Physical Education SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Demonstrates skill development in a variety of activities

3Demonstrates understanding of rules in game situations

3Demonstrates ability to apply strategies in game 

situations.

3Demonstrates safety with regards to self and others.

3Is attentive and follows directions

3Demonstrates cooperation and teamwork in group 

activities

3Demonstrates sportsmanship

3Understands how physical activity enhances personal 

health and wellness

3Identifies components of health related Physical fitness

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

Good work!

Music SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Contributes positively to shared goals in Chorus

3Demonstrates skill development

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

Good work!

Art SMITH

T3T2T1

Legend: (4) Proficient    (3) Satisfactory    (2) Developing    (1) Not Yet Developed    

(NA) Not Applicable

3Demonstrates understanding of art concepts 

(creativity/imagination)

3Shows a positive and respectful attitude in the art room

3Listens attentively and follows directions

3Completes work independently and in a timely fashion

3Effort: 4-Excellent; 3-Good; 2-Inconsistent; 1-Needs 

Improvement

Comments

It is a pleasure getting to know John!

Instrumental Music - Band 

Instruments

SMITH - ALTO 

SAXOPHONE

T3T2T1Early Morning Band Rehearsals

Legend: (E) Exceeds Program Objectives    (M) Meets Objectives    (P) Progresses 

Towards Objectives    (N) Needs Improvement    (NA) Not Applicable

EShows evidence of practicing

EStudent's contribution to group lessons and/or rehearsals

Comments

Good work!

T3T2T1Technical Ability on Instrument

Legend: (E) Exceeds Program Objectives    (M) Meets Objectives    (P) Progresses 

Towards Objectives    (N) Needs Improvement    (NA) Not Applicable

EClear tone production, hand position, fingering ability, 

stick grip

T3T2T1Music Reading and Scales

Legend: (E) Exceeds Program Objectives    (M) Meets Objectives    (P) Progresses 

Towards Objectives    (N) Needs Improvement    (NA) Not Applicable

EMusic reading and literacy

Comments

Good work!

Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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S Satisfactory: Consistently meets expectations

P Progressing: Progressing toward expectations

NI Needs Improvement: Not yet meeting expectations

NTY Not Taught Yet

Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent  0  0  0

 0  0  0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Edgewood School

One Roosevelt Place

Scarsdale, NY, 10583

(914) 721-2700

Leia, Princess

2015 - 2016

Student Number: 012345

Grade: K

Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Dr. Scott Houseknecht, Principal

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Works and plays cooperatively with others S

T1: Good job!

Is considerate and respectful of others S

Behaves appropriately in a variety of settings S

T1: Good job!

Accepts direction from teacher and other adults S

T1: Good job!

Works independently and seeks help appropriately S

Uses time appropriately S

T1: Good job!

Organizes materials and belongings S

T1: Good job!

Is attentive in class S

T1: Good job!

Follows directions S

Displays fine motor skills S

Listening and Speaking:

Participates & responds appropriately in large & small group discussions S

T1: Good job!

Expresses thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly S

Maintains interest and focus during large and small group discussions S

T1: Good job!

Reading and Readiness Skills:

Knows names of letters S

T1: Good job!

Knows sounds of letters S

Applies letter sounds when decoding words S

Recognizes high frequency sight words S

Reads books with simple patterns S

T1: Good job!

Uses a variety of strategies with prompting and support S

Identifies elements of a story and retells with prompting and support S

T1: Good job!

Makes connections and predictions when discussing literature S

Maintains interest and focus during reading S

Writing:

Uses illustrations to effectively communicate ideas and information S

Applies letter sounds when writing words S

Writes one or more sentences to express ideas S

T1: Good job!

Responds to questions/suggestions to add details to strengthen writing S

T1: Good job!

Maintains interest and focus during writing time S

Math:

Page 1 of 4Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Student Number: 012345 Leia, Princess Grade: K Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Demonstrates understanding of numbers S

T1: Good job!

Understands math concepts S

Communicates mathematical understanding S

Maintains interest and focus in mathematics S

T1: Good job!

Science:

Understands science concepts S

T1: Good job!

Maintains interest and focus in science S

T1: Good job!

Social Studies:

Understands social studies content S

Maintains interest and focus in social studies S

T1: Good job!

1st Trimester Comments:

It is a pleasure getting to know Princess Leia! Princess Leia has adjusted well into her new learning environment. She is a wonderful addition to our class 

and is a special part of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful year for her!

Page 2 of 4
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S Satisfactory: Consistently meets expectations

P Progressing: Progressing toward expectations

NI Needs Improvement: Not yet meeting expectations

NTY Not Taught Yet

Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent  0  0  0

 0  0  0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Fox Meadow School

59 Brewster Road

Scarsdale, NY, 10583

(914) 721-2720

Skywalker, Luke

2015 - 2016

Student Number: 123456

Grade: 01

Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Duncan Wilson, Principal

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Works and plays cooperatively with others S

T1: Good job!

Accepts direction from teacher and other adults S

Works independently and seeks help appropriately S

Organizes materials and belongings S

T1: Good job!

Maintains interest and focus S

Listening and Speaking:

Listening and Speaking

- Expresses ideas clearly

- Participates in collaborative conversations (turn-taking, etc.)

- Asks and answers questions

S

Reading:

Fluency

- Reads with appropriate rate, phrasing, and expression

S

Comprehension

- Retells stories sequentially

- Constructs meaning from the texts (connections, predictions, inferences)

- Gathers facts from informational features and text

- Monitors for meaning while reading text

S

T1: Good job!

Word Study

- Makes appropriate sound/letter connections

- Knows and applies phonics patterns

S

Sight Words

- Reads high frequency sight words in text

S

T1: Good job!

Writing:

Writing Process

- Generates meaningful topics

- Expresses ideas clearly

- Uses illustrations to communicate ideas

- Adds details and revises to further meaning

S

T1: Good job!

Conventions of Writing

- Uses language conventions (punctuation, capitalization, grammar)

- Applies strategies for spelling

S

Handwriting

- Writes legibly

- Forms letters correctly

- Uses appropriate spacing

S

Math:

Number Sense and Operations

- Understands mathematical concepts

- Computes with accuracy

S

Page 1 of 5Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Student Number: 123456 Skywalker, Luke Grade: 01 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Mathematical Reasoning

- Demonstrates an ability to solve problems

- Articulates mathematical thinking

S

T1: Good job!

Science:

Science

- Understands concepts

- Uses observation and recording skills to collect and organize information

- Uses questioning skills

S

T1: Good job!

Social Studies:

Social Studies

- Understands social studies content

- Demonstrates map skills

- Uses questioning skills

S

T1: Good job!

1st Trimester Comments:

It is a pleasure getting to know Luke! Luke has adjusted well into his new learning environment. He is a wonderful addition to our class and is a special part 

of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful year for him!

Page 2 of 5
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S Satisfactory: Consistently meets expectations

P Progressing: Progressing toward expectations

NI Needs Improvement: Not yet meeting expectations

NTY Not Taught Yet

Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent  1  0  0

 0  0  0  0

 1

Total       T2             T3             

Greenacres School

41 Huntington Avenue

Scarsdale, NY, 10583

(914) 721-2740

Calrissian, Lando

2015 - 2016

Student Number: 234567

Grade: 02

Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Sharon Hill, Principal

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Is considerate and respectful of others S

Behaves appropriately in a variety of settings S

Works independently and uses time appropriately S

Organizes materials and belongings S

Is attentive in class and follows directions S

Maintains interest and focus during small and large group discussions S

Expresses thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly S

T1: Good job!

Effort S

Reading:

Fluency

- Reads at an appropriate rate

- Reads with expression

S

Reading Behaviors

- Selects appropriate texts for independent reading

- Maintains focus and stamina during independent reading

S

T1: Good job!

Word Study

- Applies word patterns and rules

S

Literal Comprehension

- Identifies and recalls key details from the text

- Responds to texts

S

Inferential Comprehension

- Applies understanding of the text

- Able to support thinking using evidence from the text

S

T1: Good job!

Writing:

Writing Process

- Generates topics and maintains focus for an appropriate amount of time

- Uses writing to effectively communicate ideas and information

- Generates details to enhance writing

S

Conventions of Writing

- Effectively uses punctuation, capitalization, and grammar

- Applies effective strategies for spelling

S

T1: Good job!

Math:

Number Sense

- Demonstrates an understanding of mathematical concepts

- Understands number sense

S

Operations

- Computes with accuracy

- Knows number facts

S

Page 1 of 3Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Student Number: 234567 Calrissian, Lando Grade: 02 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Mathematical Reasoning

- Communicates mathematically

- Demonstrates the ability to solve word problems

S

T1: Good job!

Science:

Science

- Understands scientific concepts

- Records and shares observations

S

Social Studies:

Social Studies

- Understands social studies content

- Demonstrates an understanding of map skills

S

T1: Good job!

1st Trimester Comments:

It is a pleasure getting to know Lando! Lando has adjusted well into his new learning environment. He is a wonderful addition to our class and is a special 

part of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful year for him!

Page 2 of 3
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E Consistently exceeds curriculum expectations

M Meets curriculum expectations

P Progressing toward curriculum expectations

N Not yet meeting curriculum expectations

NA Not Applicable

Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent  0  0  0

 0  0  0  0

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Greenacres School

41 Huntington Avenue

Scarsdale, NY, 10583

(914) 721-2740

Fett, Boba

2015 - 2016

Student Number: 345678

Grade: 03

Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Sharon Hill, Principal

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

(M- Meets expectations, P- Progressing toward expectations, N- Not yet meeting expectations)

Is considerate and respectful of others E

T1: Good job!

Behaves appropriately in a variety of settings E

Works collaboratively E

Initiates and completes tasks independently E

Organizes materials E

T1: Good job!

Participates in class discussions E

Completes homework assignments E

T1: Good job!

Demonstrates effort E

Stays focused on tasks/attentive in class E

T1: Good job!

Transitions smoothly between activities E

Writes legibly E

Reading:

Fluency

- Reads accurately and at an appropriate pace

- Reads with expression

E

T1: Good job!

Comprehension

- Self-monitors for meaning

- Demonstrates an understanding of texts on a literal level

- Makes inferences

- Responses include supporting details from the text

E

T1: Good job!

Behaviors

- Selects appropriate texts from a variety of genres

- Maintains focus and stamina during independent reading

E

T1: Good job!

Writing:

Structure

- Plans and organizes writing

- Effectively communicates ideas and information for a variety of purposes

E

Development

- Applies a variety of writing techniques

- Elaborates with descriptive language and details

E

Conventions

- Edits writing to ensure accurate punctuation, capitalization, and grammar

- Demonstrates knowledge of appropriate sentence structure

- Demonstrates phonemic awareness and applies spelling patterns in writing

- Acquires and uses new vocabulary

E

T1: Good job!

Math:

Page 1 of 3Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Student Number: 345678 Fett, Boba Grade: 03 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Numeracy

- Understands mathematical concepts

- Computes with accuracy

- Knows number facts

E

Problem Solving

- Demonstrates an ability to solve problems

- Perseveres in problem solving

- Demonstrates and communicates mathematical understanding

E

Science:

Science

- Understands science content

- Applies scientific process

E

T1: Good job!

Social Studies:

Social Studies

- Understands social studies content

- Identifies and analyzes a variety of sources

- Demonstrates an understanding of inquiry research skills

E

T1: Good job!

1st Trimester Comments:

It is a pleasure getting to know Boba! Boba has adjusted well into his new learning environment. He is a wonderful addition to our class and is a special part 

of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful year for him!

Page 2 of 3
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E Consistently exceeds curriculum expectations

M Meets curriculum expectations

P Progressing toward curriculum expectations

N Not yet meeting curriculum expectations

NA Not Applicable

Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent  0  0  0

 1  0  0  1

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Heathcote School

26 Palmer Avenue

Scarsdale, NY, 10583

(914) 721-2760

Solo, Han

2015 - 2016

Student Number: 456789

Grade: 04

Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Maria R. Stile, Principal

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Behaves appropriately E

Works collaboratively E

Is attentive in class E

T1: Great Job!

Initiates and completes tasks independently E

Organizes self and materials E

Completes assignments E

Demonstrates effort E

T1: Great Job!

Reading:

Fluency

- Reads accurately and at an appropriate pace

- Reads with expression

E

Comprehension

- Comprehends on a literal level

- Makes inferences

- Responses (verbal and/or written) include supporting details from text

E

Behaviors

- Selects appropriate texts from a variety of genres

- Maintains focus and stamina during independent reading

E

Writing:

Structure

- Effectively communicates ideas and information for a variety of purposes

- Plans and organizes to improve overall quality

E

Development

- Elaborates with descriptive language and details

- Applies a variety of writing techniques

E

T1: Great Job!

Language Conventions

- Edits writing to ensure accurate punctuation, capitalization and grammar

- Demonstrates knowledge of appropriate sentence structure

- Applies spelling rules in written work

- Acquires and uses new vocabulary

E

Math:

Numeracy

- Demonstrates conceptual understanding

- Demonstrates knowledge of operations

- Knows number facts

- Computes with accuracy

E

T1: Great Job!

Problem Solving

- Makes sense of problems and perseveres in solving them

- Applies a variety of strategies to solve problems

- Demonstrates and communicates understanding

E

Science:

Page 1 of 4Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Student Number: 456789 Solo, Han Grade: 04 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Science

- Understands science concepts

- Applies scientific process when completing tasks

E

T1: Great Job!

Social Studies:

Social Studies

- Understands social studies concepts

- Analyzes and interprets information from a variety of sources

- Uses inquiry research skills

E

1st Trimester Comments:

It is a pleasure getting to know Han! Han has adjusted well into his new learning environment. He is a wonderful addition to our class and is a special part of 

our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful year for him

Page 2 of 4
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E Consistently exceeds curriculum expectations

M Meets curriculum expectations

P Progressing toward curriculum expectations

N Not yet meeting curriculum expectations

NA Not Applicable

Attendance Record T1             

Days Tardy

Days Absent  0  0  0

 1  0  0  1

 0

Total       T2             T3             

Quaker Ridge School

125 Weaver Street

Scarsdale, NY, 10583

(914) 721-2780

Amidala, Padmé

2015 - 2016

Student Number: 567890

Grade: 05

Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Felix Gil, Principal

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Is considerate and respectful of others E

T1: Good Job!

Demonstrates a positive attitude E

Can initiate and complete a task independently E

Organizes materials and uses time wisely E

Takes pride in quality of work E

T1: Good Job!

Seeks help appropriately E

Reading:

Fluency

- Accuracy, expression, and flow

E

Comprehension

- Understands texts on a literal level

- Makes inferences beyond the literal comprehension of a text

- Responses include supporting details from texts

E

T1: Good Job!

Behaviors

- Selects appropriate texts from a variety of genres

- Displays stamina

E

Effort E

Writing:

Structure

- Produces clear/coherent writing; appropriate to task, purpose, and audience

E

T1: Good Job!

Conventions

- Uses written conventions (accurate spelling, grammar, and mechanics)

- Acquires and utilizes vocabulary

E

Development

- Plans, organizes, and revises to improve overall quality of writing

- Uses figurative language appropriately

E

Effort E

Math:

Numeracy

- Understands mathematical concepts

- Knows number facts

- Computes with accuracy

E

Problem Solving

- Communicates mathematical understandings

- Demonstrates ability to solve word problems

E

T1: Good Job!

Effort E

Science:

Science

- Understands scientific concepts

- Understands and utilizes scientific process

E

Page 1 of 4Please Note: If your child has an individual Education Plan (IEP), please refer to that document to determine if curriculum has been modified. 
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Student Number: 567890 Amidala, Padmé Grade: 05 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Effort E

Social Studies:

Social Studies

- Understands social studies content

- Analyzes and interprets data from a variety of sources

- Demonstrates the ability to use inquiry research skills

E

T1: Good Job!

Effort E

1st Trimester Comments:

It is a pleasure getting to know Amidala! Amidala has adjusted well into her new learning environment. She is a wonderful addition to our class and is a 

special part of our community of learners. I look forward to a wonderful year for her!

Page 2 of 4
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Student Number: 123456 Skywalker, Luke Grade: 01 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Learning Resource Center

S Satisfactory: Consistently meets LRC expectations

P Progressing: Progressing towards LRC expectations

PG Progressing gradually towards LRC expectations

IP Inconsistent progress towards LRC expectations

NY Not Yet: Not yet meeting LRC expectations

NA Not Applicable

Learning Resource Center Teacher: HAMPARSOUMIAN

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Follows Directions

- Oral

- Written

Initiates and Completes Tasks

- Can initiate and complete a task independently

Focus and Concentration

- Maintains interest and focus

Demonstrates Effort

Reading:

Reading Readiness Skills

- Phonemic Awareness

- Identifies and manipulates sounds

- Segments words into separate sounds

- Recognizes letters

Phonics

- Makes appropriate sound/letter connections

- Applies word attack skills when reading text

Sight Word Recognition

- Reads high frequency sight words in text and isolation

Comprehension Skills

- Retells stories sequentially

- Constructs meaning from the texts; connections, predictions, inferences

- Gathers facts from informational features and text

- Monitors for meaning while reading text

Writing:

Written Expression

- Effectively uses punctuation, capitalization, and grammar

- Applies effective strategies for spelling

- Writes clear coherent sentences

- Organizes thoughts in sequential order

Math:

Math Readiness Skills

- Demonstrates understanding of numbers

- One to one correspondence

- Has the ability to count verbally

Math Concepts

- Understands greater than less than

- Can sequence numbers

- Identifies number patterns

Numeracy

- Understands number bonds

- Computes with accuracy

Page 4 of 5
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Solves Word Problems

- Demonstrates an ability to think through a problem and

- Determines the correct operation to use

- Recognizes there is more than one path to the answer

Page 5 of 5
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Student Number: 567890 Amidala, Padmé Grade: 05 Teacher: YODA

T2 T3T1

Learning Resource Center

S Satisfactory: Consistently meets LRC expectations

P Progressing: Progressing towards LRC expectations

PG Progressing gradually towards LRC expectations

IP Inconsistent progress towards LRC expectations

NY Not Yet: Not yet meeting LRC expectations

NA Not Applicable

Learning Resource Center Teacher: MILO

Behaviors that Promote Learning:

Follows Directions

- Oral and Written

Initiates and Completes Tasks

- Can initiate and complete a task independently

Focus and Concentration

- Maintains interest and focus

Demonstrates Effort

Reading:

Word Attack Skills

- Understands syllabication

- Recognizes prefixes and suffixes

Vocabulary Skills

Comprehension Skills

- Self-monitors for meaning

- Demonstrates an understanding of texts on a literal level

- Makes inferences

- Responses include supporting details from the text

Fluency

- Reads accurately at an appropriate pace

- Reads with expression

Writing:

Mechanics of Writing

- Edits writing to ensure accurate punctuation, capitalization, and grammar

- Demonstrates knowledge of appropriate sentence structure 

- Utilizes accurate spelling patterns

Follows Writing Process

- Plans, organizes, and revises to improve overall quality of writing

Written Expression

- Creates clear paragraphs

- Plans, organizes, and revises to improve overall quality of writing

- Applies a variety of writing techniques

Math:

Math Concepts

- Understands mathematical concepts

Numeracy

- Knows number facts

- Computes with accuracy

Solves Word Problems

- Communicates mathematical understandings

- Demonstrates ability to solve word problems

Page 4 of 4
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